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In P a r t  I, the sine t r a n s fo r m  is  used  to obtain the so lu tion  of the 
p r o b le m  of a thin rectangu lar  plate on an e la s t ic  foundation. A  table 
of in v e rse  sine and co s in e  t r a n s fo r m s  is  given, with em p h as is  on 
in v e rs e  t r a n s fo r m s  o f  s im p le  rationa l functions.
In P a r t  II, a double sine s e r ie s  is  used  to so lve  p r o b le m s  o f  a 
recta n gu la r  plate w hich  has e v e r y  edge  e ither  c lam ped , supported , o r  
f r e e .  A l l  81 p o s s ib le  com bin ation s  of edge conditions a re  c o n s id e re d .  
C o n s id e ra b le  attention is  g iven  to the ro le  of c o r n e r  d e fle c t io n s  and 
con ce n tra te d  loa d s  at c o r n e r s  w h ere  two f r e e  edges  m eet .
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INTRODUCTION
An attem pt is  m ade to so lve  new p r o b le m s  involving the bending of 
p la tes . In P a r t  I s ingle F o u r ie r  sine s e r ie s  are  used  and in P a r t  II 
double F o u r ie r  sine s e r ie s  are  used.
P a r t  I
In the study of boundary  value p r o b le m s  a so lution  is  often obtained 
in t e r m s  of a F o u r ie r  s ine o r  c o s in e  s e r ie s .  In ce r ta in  c a s e s  these 
s e r ie s  can be sum m ed  and c o n s id e r a b le  in fo rm a tion  can be obtained f r o m  
the sum m ed  fo r m .  R o e t t i n g e r ^  and o th ers  have ind icated  the d e s i r ­
a b ility  of having an extended table o f  known in v e rs e  t r a n s fo r m s .  S om e 
known t r a n s fo r m s  are  l is te d  by  Churchill^  and R oett inger. ^
In this paper  the ex ist ing  tab les  a re  extended. E x p l ic i t  e x p r e s s io n s  
have been  obtained f o r  in v e rse  t r a n s fo r m s  o f  rational functions  o f  n w hose 
d en om in ators  are  o f  5th d e g re e  or  le s s ,  and the m ethods a re  c le a r  to 
obtain re su lts  f o r  any d e s ir e d  rational function.
The p r o b le m  of an infinite plate on an e la s t ic  foundation has been
l6Atrea ted  f o r  s e v e r a l  loads  and boundary  cond it ions . M urphy has
so lv e d  the p r o b le m  of a fin ite  plate s im p ly  supported  on a ll  e d ges ,  and
26has g iven  n u m e r ica l  resu lts .  T im osh en k o  g iv e s  the solution  when 
two edges  are  c la m p ed  and two edges  are  s im p ly  supported . ^
T h is  paper  trea ts  the recta n gu la r  plate with two op posite  e d g e s  having
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p r e s c r ib e d  m o m e n ts  and d e f le c t io n s ,  and the other two e d ges  having any 
of the s ix  m o s t  im portant boundary  cond it ions . The m ethod  of so lution  is 
the sam e as that used  by D e v e ra l l  and T h orn e . ^  N u m e r ica l  re su lts  are  
g iven  f o r  the two e d ges  c lam p ed , f r e e  and s im p ly  supported . D e fle c t io n s ,  
m om en ts  and sh ea rs  a r e  g iven  f o r  constant load  and strip  load.
P a r t  II
The p r o b le m  of a plate w hich  is  f r e e ,  s im p ly  supported  o r  c la m p e d  at
e v e r y  edge has been  treated  by  s e v e r a l  authors . The c a s e  o f  a ll edges
34c la m p e d  has been  d is c u s s e d  by T im osh en k o  and o th e rs .  The ease  o f  two
■I A
op posite  ed ges  s im p ly  supported  has been  handled by  D e v e ra l l  and Thorn e .
The c a s e  o f  two ad jacent ed ges  c la m p ed  and the other two both s im p ly  sup-
17p o r te d  or  both f r e e  has been  trea ted  by  Huang and Conway. The m ethod 
of s u p e rp o s it io n  w as used  by  T im osh en k o  and Huang and Conw ay to obtain 
an infinite set o f  equations with an infinite num ber o f  unknowns. Other 
c a s e s  have b een  s o lv e d  by  using the R itz  Method.
In this paper  we shall show how to find a F o u r ie r  s e r ie s  solution  fo r  
those c a s e s  in w hich  e v e r y  edge is e ither  f r e e ,  s im p ly  supported , or  
c la m p ed . The set  o f  equations f o r  the c la m p e d  plate is id en tica l  with those 
obtained by  T im osh en k o . The p r e s e n t  m ethod  with two op p os ite  edges 
s im p ly  supported  g ives  the solutions  of D e v e ra l l  and T horne, a fter  s u m m a ­
tion on one v a r ia b le .
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F o r  the p r o b le m  of Huang and Conway a d ifferen t  set of equations  is 
obtained. The c o n v e rg e n ce  of an exa m p le  is  d is c u s s e d .  The extension  
to g iven  d e f le c t io n s ,  s lop es ,  etc . at the ed ges  o f fe r s  no f o r m a l  d i f f icu lt ie s .
I. THE SINE TR AN SFO R M  
. A. G en era l  R esu lts
5 *1. D efin ition  of fin ite sine and co s in e  t r a n s fo r m s
L et  f(x ) d e n o te a  function  that is se c t io n a lly  continuous o v e r  the 
in terva l  (0, a). The fin ite  sine t ra n s fo rm a t io n  o f  f (x )  on that 
in terva l  is the op era t ion  '
S . f(x)=i f g(a) s  j Q f(x ) sin  ax dx . (1)
w h ere  a -  m t and n = 1,2, 3, . . . . . .  .
a
C lo s e ly  a ll ied  with the fin ite  sine t ra n s fo rm a t io n  is the fin ite  co s in e  
tra n s fo rm a tio n .  T h is  o p e ra to r  acts  on a se ct ion a lly  continuous function  
f (x )  defined  o v e r  the in terva l (0,a) to give
C . f (x )  = f  (a.) = j  f (x )  c o s  ax dx . (2)
c  o
F o r  b r e v ity  we w il l  r e fe r  to functions  obtained by  these o p e r a to rs  as the 
sine t r a n s fo r m  and the co s in e  t r a n s fo r m  r e sp e c t iv e ly .
2. T r a n s fo r m s  o f  d er iva t ives
L et  f(x )  have s e ct io n a lly  continuous d e r iv a t iv e s  of a ll  o r d e r s ,  but a
thjum p o f  amount ^  in its i d er iva t ive  at the point x  = x^. We can
*  R e fe r e n c e s  a re  to the b ib liograp h y .
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tlhe x p r e s s  the sine and co s in e  t r a n s fo r m s  o f  the i d er iva t ive  of f (x )  in
2
te r m s  o f  the t r a n s fo r m s  o f  f(x ),  by  using in tegration  by  parts .
F o r  exam ple :
S . d Zf(x) E S . / ( x )  -  - a 2f s (a) - a [ ( - l ) nf(a) - f (0 )]  
dx^
- y i ( s in  ax^ + ayu^ c o s  a x Q (3)
S . d4 f(x )  = S . f ""  (x) z a4f (a) - a [ ( - l ) n f  (a) -  f  (0)] 
dx4
+ a ^ [ ( - l ) n f(a ) - f (0)] - si n + ayU^cos ax£ + a y^U, sin  ax j
- julq c o s  a x Q (4)
//
w here  f  (a) is  defined  as the secon d  d er iva t ive  of f (x )  evaluated at x  - a, 
and f / (0) is  the secon d  d er iva t ive  evaluated  at x  - 0.
3. Advantage-s o v e r  non t r a n s fo r m  m ethods
M any authors have u sed  the sine t r a n s fo r m  to so lve  s p e c ia l  d i f f e r e n -
i *• 4 > 1 8 ,2 2 ,2 9 ,3 1  .tial equations. In so lv ing  such equations, we have found
that the sine t r a n s fo r m  m ethod  has the fo l low in g  advantages. F ir s t ,  the
solution  is often l e s s  d if f icu lt  to find. F o r  exam ple , to so lve  an equation
of the type
f (10)(x) + 2 f (8 )(x) + f(x ) -  1 (5)
su b ject  to the boundary  cond itions
a
- £ -  0 a t x  - 0 and x  - af (S) ,  f (6) -  f (4) -  f 
The c o m m o n  m ethod a ssu m e s  a so lu tion  o f  the h om ogen eou s  equation of
the f o r m  e . This  lead s  to the a u x il l ia ry  equation
10 . -j 8 . n m  + 2 m  + 1 - 0
w hich  has to be so lved  by n u m e r ica l  m ethods.
The sine t r a n s fo r m  m ethod  is  to w rite  the sine t r a n s fo r m  o f liquation
(5) and so lve  f o r  f s (a). T h ere  resu lts
f s<a > -  1 -  ( - 1)11 •
-a  + 2 + a
By co m p a r in g  Equation (1) with the F o u r ie r  sine s e r ie s  f o r  f (x ),  we note 
that
go
f(x ) :  2 sin  ax
a
so  that the so lu tion  of the p r o b le m  is 
o°
f(x )  -  2 £  , 1 -  (-1)________  sin  ax .
a -a-*"1 + a.9 + a
The a p p rox im ate  value of f(x ) can  be ca lcu la ted  by  adding the f i r s t  few
t e r m s  of this s e r ie s  f o r  som e  value of x . Th is  in v o lves  le s s  la b o r  than
the finding of the r o o ts  of an a lg e b r a ic  equation w hich  has a d e g re e  g re a te r
than fou r .
A  se co n d  advantage of using the sine t r a n s fo r m  is  that f o r  s o m e  boun d­
a ry  con d it ion s , the so lv ing  f o r  undeterm ined  constants  is  u n n e ce s sa ry .
F o r  exa m p le ,  in p ro ce e d in g  with the c o m m o n  m ethod  to so lv e  equation 
(5), it is  n e c e s s a r y  to use the ten boundary  co n d it io n s  to so lve  f o r  the ten 
constants  of the co m p lim e n ta r y  solution  w hich  in v o lves  the so lv ing  of ten 
l in ea r  equations.
YY1X
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S ince  the even  d e r iv a t iv e s  in the above  p r o b le m  w e re  g iven  at the 
b ou n da ries ,  a ll constants  of the t r a n s fo r m s  a re  d eterm in ed . H ow ever ,  
if in som e  p r o b le m s  the even  d e r iv a t iv e s  o f  f (x )  w e re  not g iven  at the 
b ou n da ries ,  we w ould  use the g iven  boun dary  cond it ions  to so lve  f o r  
these  unknowns. The la b o r  in vo lved  in so lv ing  f o r  these unknow ns m ight 
o v e rb a la n ce  the a d v a n t^ e  in using the sine t ra n s fo rm .
A  th ird  advantage can be i l lu s tra ted  by  exam ining the fo l low in g  
equation:
f  H (x) + f(x )  =  g(x) 
w here  g(x) •= x  when 0 £ x  £ a /2
-  a -  x  when a /2  £ x  < a 
and f(0 )  =  f(a) =  0 .
The c o m m o n  m ethod  in v o lves  the so lv ing  o f  two equations and the m a tc h ­
ing o f  boun dary  cond it ions  at x  =  a /2 .  The sine t r a n s fo r m  m eth od  g iv e s  
co
f(x ) =  2 2 ,  f  a (a.) s in  ax— n=l s 
a
f o r  the w hole  in terva l (0, a); h en ce ,  no so lv ing  f o r  constants  at x  =  a /2  
is  invo lved .
A  fou rth  advantage of using the sine t r a n s fo r m  is  that p art ia l  d i f f e r e n ­
tial equations m ay  be so lved  w h ich  are  not re a d ily  so lvab le  by  other m ethods. 
This  is i l lu s tra ted  in S ection  D.
Suppose we w ished  to so lve  a d i f fe re n t ia l  equation with constant 
c o e f f i c ie n ts  involv ing  only even  d e r iv a t iv e s  of f(x ) and su b ject  to the 
boun dary  con d it ions  that 
f ^ ( a )  -  f { i ) (0) =  0 
w h ere
i =  0, 2, 4, . . . , k - 2 
w h ere  k is the d e g re e  o f  the equation. It is  v e r y  conven ient to have the 
t r a n s fo r m  of even  d e r iv a t iv e s  of f (x )  equal to a l in e a r  function  in the
t r a n s fo r m  of f (x ) .  Using a t r a n s fo r m  of the type
b a
f f(x ) sin ax dx or  J f (x )  c o s  ax dx 
J a °
w ould  invo lve  the d e term in a tion  of odd d e r iv a t iv e s  of f (x )  at the bou n d ­
4. Advantage o v e r  other t r a n s fo r m s
a r ie s .  T h ese  boundary  cond it ions  do not o c c u r  freq u en tly  in p h y s ica l  
p r o b le m s .
T r a n s fo r m s  o f  the type
/ o Hn ( V a ) f (x ) ^  o r  / o  P n (XA )  f(x ) dx
J* N (ax) f  (x) dx or  J0 X J ^ x %d)  f (x ) dx
(Hn(x) a re  H erm ite  P o ly n o m ia ls ,  P n (x ) a re  L e g e n d re  P o ly n o m ia ls ,
8 I 31,N(ax) a r e  N o rm a l F u nctions , and J (x) a re  B e s a e l l  s F u n ction s  ) do
r
n
not have the p r o p e r ty  that the t r a n s fo r m  o f f  (x) is  a l in e a r  function  in 
the t r a n s fo r m  of f (x ) ,  w h erea s  the sine t r a n s fo r m  d oes  have this 
p ro p e r ty .
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1. N eed  f o r  a table
In using the sine t r a n s fo r m  to s o lv e  d if fe ren tia l  equations, a so lu tion  
is obtained in the f o r m  of a sine s e r ie s .  Often such a s e r ie s  is  equal 
to an e le m e n ta ry  function  in the in terva l  (0, a). We c a l l  this the su m m ed  
f o r m  of the solution. A  table o f  in v e rs e  sine t r a n s fo r m s  l is t s  the 
su m m ed  f o r m  of va r io u s  s e r ie s  f o r  v a r io u s  c o e f f i c ie n ts  f s (a). It enab les  
us to c o m p a re  m any s e r ie s  solutions with solutions  found by  other  m ethods.
The sum m ed  f o r m  often  lends i t s e l f  m o r e  e a s i ly  to n u m e r ic a l  c a l c u la ­
tion. F u r th e r m o r e ,  c e r ta in  p r o p e r t ie s  can  be m o r e  r e a d i ly  r e c o g n iz e d  
and p r o v e d  f r o m  the su m m ed  fo r m ;  f o r  exam ple , the value o f  x  w hich  
w il l  m ake the th ird  d er iva t ive  o f  f (x )  a m ax im u m .
C 29S e v e ra l  tab les  o f  in v e rs e  sine t r a n s fo r m s  have been  published , » 7 
but there  is  a need  to have th ese  tab les  extended. T h ere  is  a p a r t icu la r  
need  to include in an extended table in v e rs e  t r a n s fo r m s  w hich  o c c u r  in 
plate p r o b le m s .  Such a table fo l lo w s .
2. S cop e  o f  T a b les  I and II
The su m m ed  f o r m  has been  tabulated f o r  m any ra tiona l functions  
f s (n). (Note that f s (n) = f s ( a ) i f  a = i r  . ) M ethods used  in the p r e p a r a ­
tion of T ab les  I and II a re  p re se n te d  in the next sect ion . If fs (n ) is  an 
odd rationa l function  o f  n, we o b s e r v e  f r o m  Table  IA that the su m m ed
B. Sine T r a n s fo r m  T ables
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f o r m  is  a  rationa l com bin ation  o f  p o w e r s  o f  x , s ines , c o s in e s , ..h y p e r ­
b o l i c  s in es ,  and h y p e r b o l ic  c o s in e s .  If f g(n) is  an even  rationa l function  
o f  n, we o b s e r v e  f r o m  Table  IB that the sum m ed  f o r m  is  in the f o r m  of 
an in tegra l.  B e ca u se  o f  this fact ,  the even  tra n s fo r m s  w e re  tabulated 
sepa ra te ly .
F o r  a g iven  value o f  f s (n), T ab le  I l i s t s  the value o f  f (x )  w here
OO




g(x) — 2 2  f s (n ) s in ntrx
a a
(o v e r  an in terva l  (0, a)), can be ca lcu la ted  f r o m  the equation 
g(x) = ir  f ( i r V a )  .
a
F o r  exa m p le ,  to ca lcu la te
co
2 S  , 1 sin ax— n=i — a a
we see  f r o m  T able  LA. that
so  that
oo GO
L 1_ sin ax _  a [ 2^ h 1_ sin ax ] -  a g(x) _ a. [ tt (1 -  x ) ] - 1 - 
a n=  ^ a - r r a n _ n tt i r a  a fu 
IX
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T h ere  are  m any m ethods  f o r  sum m ing sine and co s in e  s e r ie s .  > ’ A 
M o st  o f  the m ethods  a re  fo r m a l ,  but if  the f o r m a l  su m m ed  fo r m ,  g(x), 
is  continuous and s a t is f ie s  the equation
cL
j  g(x) sin  nx dx — f s (n)
then it is  the in v e rse  t r a n s fo r m  of f s (n). (i. e. f(x)-= g(x))
The fo l low in g  m ethods  f o r  finding the in v e rs e  t r a n s fo r m  of f s (n)
w e re  used  in con stru ct in g  T a b les  I and 11$
(M ethod a) Often f s (n) can  be e x p r e s s e d  as a sum  of c o e f f i c ie n ts
of known s e r ie s  by  the m ethod  of p a r t ia l  f r a c t io n s .  F o r  exa m p le ,  if
the in v e rs e  t r a n s fo r m  of 1______  is unknown but the in v e rs e  t r a n s -
n^(n^ + a^)
f o r m s  of 1 and 1 a re  tabulated, thfen s ince  the in v e rs e  
n^ n^ + a^
sine o p e ra to r  S  ^ is  l in e a r ,  the above  unknown can  be ca lcu la te d  f r o m
the equation
S ' 1 1 -  S "1 f  1 -  1 1
n 2(n2 + a^) L a^n^ a^ (n^ + a 2) -I
1  s " 1 L  " I  S -1 1 .
a^ a^ n^ + a^
(M ethod b) B y  changing p a r a m e te r s ,  we can  obtain in v e rs e  t r a n s ­
f o r m s  o f  a d if fe ren t  type. F o r  exa m p le ,  suppose  it is  known that
S “1 n sinh a (7]-- x) .
n 2 + a 2 sinh air
3. M ethods used  in obtaining in v e rse  sine t r a n s fo r m s
T o  find the sum m ed  f o r m  of S~^ n we le t  a = ib and obtain
n^ - b^
n _  sin* b (tt - x) .
n^ - b^ sin' b tr
(M ethod c) We can often  obtain the sum  of a sine s e r ie s  f r o m  the
known sum  of a p o w e r  s e r ie s  Suppose the p ow er  s e r ie s
f (z )  -  E a.n z11 (an rea l)  (7)
n -1
can be e x p r e s s e d  as an e le m e n ta ry  function. We can e x p r e s s  t r ig o n o ­
m e tr ic  s e r ie s  in the f o r m
• o o
R [ f ( e lx ) ] =  L an c o s  nx (8)nrv=l 
Co
I [ f ( e lx ) ] = L  a sin  nx . (9)
F o r  exa m p le ,  it is  known that
0 0  V,
V ' ZL z__  -  e^
n -o  n J
F r o m  Equation (9) we obtain
00 c o s  x£  sin nx _  e sin (s in  x) .
n= l n
(M ethod d ) Som e s e r ie s  can be obtained f r o m  known s e r ie s  by a
19change of v a r ia b le .  Knopp g iv es ,  f o r  exam ple ,
1 (x ) =  ( -1 ) ^  1 L  , 2 s in  2nTTx 
‘ n = 1 (2nir) ^ - 1  ,
w here  + i (x) are  B ern ou ll i  P o ly n o m ia ls .  By changing the va r ia b le  x
to x y w here  x   ^ r  2Tx, we can ca lcu la te  the in v e rse  t r a n s fo r m  of 1
n"2*'+ 1 '
7A nother  exam ple : deHaan g ives
By changing v a r ia b le s  u — ln s in  t, we get
i cp
S 1 =  2 q J sinh u (1 - "IT ) du .
n + q °  (^ 2  q2 + u2) sinh u
(M ethod e) If f s (n) is  a rational function, it m ay be e x p r e s s e d  as
f s (n) _  aQ + a x n + . . . + a sns _ (10)
b Q + b^ n + . . . + bt nt
F o r  c o n v e r g e n c e ,  the F o u r ie r  c o e f f i c ie n ts  m ust approach  z e r o  as n —s> qd
and th e re fo re  s< t . We can fa c to r  the denom inator  into l in e a r  f a c to r s  and
break f s(n) into partial fractions of the type nP (p < q), and
(n -  a)0!
_______  nP ______ w here  a, b, c are  re a l  n um bers  and p and q are
[ n2 -  bn - c] P + *  + 1
non negative  in te g e rs .  In gen era l ,  a, b, c m ust be found by  n u m e r ica l  
m ethods.
M ultiplying the s e r ie s
1 -  £  zn 1 by  z " a
~  n=1 
and integrating , we obtain
~L
wm U> J
n 1 n - a °  I - zi
z
Using the in tegra l o p e ra to r  j 1 ( ) d z Q q t im es  and then m ultip lying
O
zq
by za we obtain
Using the d if fe ren tia l  o p e ra to r  z d ( ) p t im es ,  we obtain
dz
z d . F. z d [ z a Jz dz . . .  I  ^ z i a dz, ] z  L nP zn . 
d i  T z  - z f  °  1 n d  (n -  a)<l
( 1 1 )
P la c in g  z = e lx  and taking the im ag in ary  part  of this e x p r e s s io n  we obtain
the in v e rse  sine t r a n s fo r m  of nP in t e r m s  of a rep ea ted  in tegral.
(n - a)q
co
L et  I (b, c, x) = 2 L sin n x _____  . I (b, c ,  x) can be su m m ed  in
TT n"  ^ n2 - nb - c
t e r m s  of in tegra ls  by other m ethods. D ifferentiating  with r e s p e c t  to b and 
c we obtain
r co -i
1 9P ' 1 I(b, c, x) __ 2 S  ' nP sin nx -  S nP .
(P + q) a bP a cq = ir n=1 (^ 2 ^ “bn~^c)p+q+r (n  ^ - bn - c)p+q+1
Any rationa l function  f g(n) can  be e x p r e s s e d  as a sum of t e r m s  o f  this type, 
and, th e r e fo r e ,  its su m m ed  f o r m  can  be re a d ily  ca lcu lated .
(M ethod f) The use o f  t r ig o n o m e tr ic  identit ies  s im p li f ie s  t r a n s fo r m s
of the type f s (n) sin na. F o r  exam ple :
00 co
2 L sin na sin  n x .  1 E 1 [ c o s  n (a -x )  - c o s  n (a + x) ]
7r n? tt ^ -^ n 2
1  [ g (a - x) -  g (a + x) ]
2
w here  g(x) is the even ex ten s ion  o f  C 1 _  x^ - x  + IT .
n^ 2 TV 3
-12-
(M e th o d g )  S om e usefu l re la t ion sh ip s  e x is t  betw een  sine and co s in e  
t r a n s fo r m s .  I f f (x )  and its d e r iv a t iv e s  are  continuous f o r  0 *  x ^ a ,  we 
obtain by  in tegration  by  parts  the fo l low in g  fo rm u la e :
C " 1 n f s (n) = f  (x) (12)
C " 1 f j n )  = - JX f(t) dt -  (13)
n
S " 1 n f c (n) =  g(x) (14)
S " 1 f c (n) — JX g(t) dt (15)
ti—  °
w here  S"^ f g(n) =  f(x ) and C f c (n) =  g(x). F o r  exam ple :
S “ * 1 _  1 i"TT- x  -  sinh a (tt -  x) j — f(x )
n (n^ + a 2) L ^  sinh aTT J
C  ^ n f s (n) — C 1 -  f  (x) — - 1 + c o sh  a (~n~- x)
n2 + Tya^ a sinh a ir
T h ese  fo rm u la e  enable us to d eterm in e  in v e rs e  co s in e  t r a n s fo r m s  f r o m  the
table o f  sine t r a n s fo r m s  and c o n v e r s e ly .
- x  , XiBy rea rra n g in g  Equation (3) and substituting F (x ) — j  J f(t) dt dxj 
f o r  f (x )  we find
S ' 1 f s (n) =. -  J* J q1 f ( t ) d t d x x + x  / Q J*1 f(t) dt dxL (16)
p ro v id e d  JU 0. F o r  exa m p le ,  suppose  we w ished  to find  S ”  ^ 1 by
ar
using the known re la t ion  S~^ 1 _ ir- x  . Using equation (16) we find
n " TT
S 1 1 -  JX fXl TT -  t dt dx, + x  f fXl TT -  x  dt dx, -  x  ( t t -x )  (2tt- x) 
— 1 o o —=p—  1 = -  o  O — —  1nJ TT w TT 6
-13-
5
u se  of a  con vo lu tion  in tegra l.  Thus
S - 1 f s (n) g c (n) I F *  G2 
2
w h ere
F  * G = F (x  -% ) G(%) d %
and w here  F^ is  the odd exten s ion  o f  S -  ^ f s (n) and w here  G 2 is  the even
e xten s ion  of C ”  ^ f c (n).
(M ethod i) B y  using con tou r  integration , in v e rse  tran s form s  can  often
be obtained in t e r m s  of defin ite  in tegra ls .  One usefu l i n t e g r a l ^  is
1 ^  f (z )  s in  x z  dz  . (17)
2tri sin tt z
' k
B y  the th eory  o f  r e s id u e s  this b e c o m e s  L  f(n) sin nx p lus the r e s id u e s
n=l
of the integrand of Equation (17) eva luated  at those  p o le s  o f  f (z )  w h ich  a re
included  in the con tour . If f (z )  has only a fin ite  num ber o f  p o le s  inside the
con tou r , we obtain an e x p r e s s io n  f o r  a sine s e r ie s  in t e r m s  of a defin ite
in tegra l  and a fin ite  sum  of t e r m s .
A s  an exa m p le ,  c o n s id e r  one of the sum s found in p late  p r o b le m s ,  
co
2 L sin  nx . If we use a con tour  in tegra l  1 <£> sin x z  dz 
"IT c o s h  nir . 2Tri Cn s i n T z  cosh trz
w h ere  the con tou r  C-^ is  ind ica ted  in F ig u r e  1
(Method h) The inverse transform  of a product can be evaluated by
>/c F ig .  1
we obtain
2^ L sin nx r S sech n iT = 2^ sinh xXdA
TT ns  ^ cosh nT it °  sinh^X costrA
+ 4 *sf 2 J’ 02 _________  d A_______________  /  c o s h  x  sin  x ^ [ -  sinhflAcoshTt/4 sin
TT °  c o s h  21TA(cosh TV - c o s  2tA ) I 4
2
- cosh irA  sinh TT costt)J + sinh x  c o s  x \ [  - sinh TT A sinhTT/4 c o s
4 4
+ coshTT/i c o s h lT /4  sim rA] •
It is  seen  that the in tegra l  f o r m  in this c a s e  is  m o r e  d if f icu lt  to evaluate  than
the s e r ie s  fo rm .
(M ethod  j)  Som e s e r ie s  m ay  be  su m m ed  d ire ct ly .  F o r  exam ple :
2  e~nt sin  nx = im ag in ary  (L e ” nt +
w hich  is  a g e o m e t r ic  s e r ie s  of ra tion  e - t  + ix  . Thus
oo
2  e " nt sin  nx = _______ e r s in  x_____  . (18)
' e^t _ 2e^ c o s  x  + 1
(M ethod k ) New in v e rs e  t r a n s fo r m s  can  be obtained by  integrating and
d ifferentiating  kn own t r a n s fo r m s  with r e s p e c t  to a  p a ra m e te r .  F o r
example, if we multiply Equation (18) by tP and integrate, using the fact that
—  oo




Z 2  sin  nx _ 2 sin x  j t^ e* dt_________ .
T  n  ^ n^+  ^ TTP(p +1 )  °  e^t -  2 e* c o s  x  + 1
A noth er  exa m p le :  D ifferen tia t ion  of the s e r ie s
00
2^ E pn sin nx _ 2 arc tan  p sin x
"FT" Vvl n TT 1 -  p c o s  x
-15 -
g iv e s  .the fo rm u la
CO
2 2  pn sin nx = 1 .
TT 'Y“' 1 -  2p c o s  x  + p 2
(M ethod 1) S o m e t im e s  d ifferentiating  a  s e r ie s  to obtain  a  d if fe ren t ia l  
equation is  usefu l. F o r  exa m p le ,  i f  it is  known that
CD
f(x ) r 2 £  s in  nx
ir  *■' n^
and we w ish  to  sum  the function
oo
p(x.)_ 2 2  sin  nx
IT l''r' n 2 (n2 + a 2)
we can  d ifferen tia te  p (x) and obtain 
p  ^ (x) -  a2 p ( x ) r  -  f(x ) 
with boundary  con d it ion s  that p ( 0 )=  p (TV) -  0. The solution  o f  this eq u a ­
tion is
x  TV
p ( x ) = -_1 j sinh a (x -t )  f(t)  dt + sinh ax j  sinh a (ir -  t) f(t)  dt .
a °  a sinh a tv °
S e r ie s  with m is s in g  t e r m s  
N o te  the fo l low in g  functions:
f 2( n ) = i t  1 + ( - l ) n] = 0 ,  1 ,0 ,1 ,0 ,1 ,  . . .  as n =  1 ,2 , 3, . . .  (19)
2
f;3(n)= 1 [1 + 2 c o s  2 n]r] *■ 0, 0,1, 0, 0 ,1 , . . .  as n -  1. 2, 3, . . .  (20)
3 3
f4(n )= _1 [ 1 + ( - l ) n + 2 c o s  n-\\- ]=  0, 0, 0,1, 0, 0, 0,1, . . .  as n= 1, 2, 3, .
4 2 (21)
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% ( n ) - __________ 1___________ [_1 -  c o s ?  c o s  2TT
2 sin^ TT (1 + c o s  w) 2 5 5
5 75
+ ( c o s  TT - c o s  2 IT ) c o s  2n7T + 1 c o s  4nTT]= 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, . . .
5 5 5 2 5
a s  .n=l, 2, 3, . » .  (22)
k-1
fk (n) =  ( - l ) k_1 I T  sin  (n + i)TT/k= 0 ,  0, 0, . . . , 1, 0, 0, 0, . . . , 1 ,  . . .  
i = * sin iTf/k
as n= 1, 2, 3, . . .  (23)
This  la s t  function  cou ld  be w ritten
/
V n)"
1 if  n= k, 2k, 3k, . . .
0 i f  n ^ k ,  2k, 3k, . . .
%
By expan sion  of a p ro d u ct  o f  s ines  in t e r m s  o f  a sum  o f c o s in e s ,  we find
that E quations  (19) -** (22) a re  sp e c ia l  c a s e s  o f  Equation (23).
It m ight be d e s ir e d  to e x p r e s s  a sequ en ce  1, 0,1, 0,1, 0, . . .  o r  a
sequence  0,1, 0, 0 ,1 , 0, 0 ,1 , . . .  as a sum  of c o s in e s ,  and s ines . T h ese
can  be re p re s e n te d  as f 2(n - l )  and f$ (n  + 1) o r  in gen era l  f^(n + s) (w here
s is  the num ber o f  s lo ts  w hich  the sequ en ce  is  shifted to the le ft) .  F o r
exa m p le ,  f r o m  Equation (20) we find
f^(n + 1) =_1 [1  + 2 c o s  2 T  (n + 1) ]
3 3
=  1 [ 1 — c o s  2TTn - nT3 sin 2rn]
3 ~3 1 “
= 0,1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0 , 1, . . .  as n -1, 2, 3, . . .
We cou ld  expre& s a sequence  w hich is  0 on e v e r y  te r m  and 1
e ls e w h e r e ;  i. e. , 1,1,1, . . . , 0 ,1 ,1 ,1 , . . . , 0 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,  . . .  as 1 -  ^ ( n ) .
Thus, 1,1, 0, 1, 1, 0, . . . =  1 - f^(n)r 2 (1 -  c o s  2nT ) .
3 3
We cou ld  e x p r e s s  a sequence  1,1,1, 0, 0,1, 1, 1, 0, 0, . . .  as 
f^(n + 4) + fjj(n + 3) + f^(n + 2). Th is  p r o c e d u r e  w il l  a l low  us to e x p r e s s  
any p e r io d ic  sequ en ce  of z e r o s  and ones in t e r m s  of a fin ite  sum  of s ines  
and c o s in e s .
T o  sum  a F o u r ie r  s e r ie s  w h ich  has t e r m s  m iss in g  (in a p e r io d ic
fash ion )  we m ult ip ly  the c o e f f i c ie n t  f  (n) by the ap p rop r ia te  fo r m u la  ind icateds
above . We w il l  obtain  t e r m s  o f  the type f g(n) c o s  ap sin ax  w hich  can  be 
s u m m e d  b y ^ 4 2  - 45 in Table  I. F o r  exa m p le ,  suppose we w ished  to sum  
the s e r ie s
2 L sin  nx _ 2 [ s in  3x + sin  6 x  + . . . ] . 
n ~ TT 3 6
'3
00
L et  F(x)_ 2 £  sin  nx .
~ TT n=1 n
Then
r  _1 [ F (x )  + F (^ t r  + x) -  F ( ^ t t - x ) ]  0/ x < T
3 3 3 3
f(x )  = J  1 [  F (x) -  F ( 4 t t  -  X )  -  F ( 2 t r -  X ) ]  "n /3 < x < 2 ir
3 3 3 3
_1[ F (x )  -  F (4 i t  -  x) + F ( x  -  2 t ) ]  2TRx < TT (24)
^ 3 3 3 3
-17-
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F r o m  the tab les  F (x )  TT - x  so  that
F ig . 2
Equation (24) is  the gen era l  e x p r e s s io n  f o r  S _1 f g(n) f 3(n). T w o other  
fo rm u la e  a r e  usefu l:
(25)S ” 1 f g(n) f 2(n ) -_ l  [ F (x )  -  F(-ft -  x) ]
2
_l[ F (x )  -  F ( tt - x ) + 2 F (T  + x) -  2F(TT - x)]  if 0< x<
4 2 2S " 1 f g(n) f4 ( n ) =
\[ F (x )  -  F ( t t -x )  -  2F(3TT - x) + 2F (x  - T | l i f 3 r < x < T  
^4 2 2 2
(26)
Suppose that we w ish ed  to sum  the s e r ie s  1 + 1  + 1  +1  + 1  + . . .  .
4 2 1Z 102 132
By the above  fo rm u la e  this w ould  b e c o m e  
c o s  x  + c o s  4x  + c o s  7x + . . .
42
.-1TT C ‘ A f c (n) f 3(n -l )
2
at x  -  0
at x  -  0
-19 ­
5. A b b re v ia t io n s  and notations
Let the cap ita l le tter  S and C stand f o r  h y p e rb o l ic  sine and h y p e r ­
b o l i c  c o s in e ;  L e t  the sm a ll  le t te rs  s and c  stand f o r  sine and co s in e .
If no su b scr ip t  is  used, the argu m en t is  u n d ers tood  to be a (7T- x). B a rs  
o v e r  the le t t e r s  ind icate  the function  is  to be evaluated  a t x s O .  Thus
S = Sa =  sinh a (tr- x) C = c o s h  a (t r- x)
Sb = sinh b ( it-  x ) c b =  c o s  ^ ^r "
S — sinh a"n~ -  c o s  b T
F o r  a ll fo rm u la e  in the c o s in e  tab les , f c (Q) — 0.
If one w ished  an in v e rs e  t r a n s fo r m  of a  function. f s (n) not even  or  odd,
one cou ld  e x p r e s s  it as f s (n) -  _1 [ f g(n) + f g( -n ) ]  +_I [ f  (n) -  f s ( - n)]. The
2 2 S
f i r s t  b ra ck e t  is  even  and the secon d  is  odd. F o r  exam ple :
1 _ JL [ 1 + 1 ] + 1[ 1 - 1 ]
n2 + an 4- b 2 n 2 + an + b n2 -  an + b 2 n 2 + an + b n 2 -  an + b
_  ___________ n2 + b - _________ an . The f i r s t  t e r m  of
n4 + (2b -  a2) n^ + b2 n^ + (2b -  a 2) n^ + b^
this e x p r e s s io n  has an in v erse  sine function  o f  the type found in T able  IC,
w h ereas  the secon d  te rm  is  of the type found in Table IA.
-2 0 -
Table  IA
In verse  Sine T r a n s fo r m s  Odd f g(n)
R ational functions  w hose  d en om in ators  a re  p o lyn om ia ls  of
C. Table of In v erse  Sine and C os in e  T r a n s fo r m s
d e g re e  k. 






n / ( n 2 + a 2) 
n / ( n 2 -  a 2)
1 /n 3
(n^ - a^ )2
n






f(x ) -  S "* fs (n) = 2 X  fs(n ) s in  nx
oo
6tt
5 1 1 IT—x - S
n(n2 + a 2) I 2 - 17 S
6 1 - 1 , ’ ir-x - s
n(n^ - a 2) a . tt g











tt sinh ax + x  C 
TZ~2a 2a S












s -  S 
s S
M ethod
C h u rch il l
Table 5
M ethod a 
* 1, 2
M ethod a
*  15 3




M ethod a 
7
M ethod b 
# 9
M ethod a
*  2, 3
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(n^ + a.2) (n^ - b^)
n
(n^ - a.2) (n^ - b^)
n
(n^ + a.Z) (n^ + b^)
n-
(n^ + a^) (n^ - b2) 
3n
(n^ -  a^) (n^ - b^) 
n3
(n*1 + a^) (n.2 + b2)
n
~r? I rn.2 + t
r< 0,
> 4t > 0
j 1 C s  Sc - S c  Cs 
1 2a 2 ^ 2  -2
L . -  C
1 Ts + _s_1
2 L j  s  J




-Sa + sb 
"a-S- sb j
b^ - a"2
a2 + b2 
1
sa + sb
L s a  ®b 
Sa -  Sb"
-S a Sb
a^ Sa -f b 2 sb 
Sa s KJ
b^ ~ a^
a^ - b^ 
1
- a 2 sa + b 2 *b"
. ®a Sb-
a 2 - b 2 f b '
L §a § b - l
3a -  sb
s a sb J
a^ — _r + _1 a/ -  4t 
2 2
b^ = - r  -  1 > T T 4t
2 2
(take p o s it iv e  square  ro o ts )
M ethod  b 
*11
M ethod a 
Hr 2, 3
M ethod b 
*- 13
M ethod  a 
4 t2 ,  3
M ethod  b 
#  15
M ethod  b 
41=15
M ethod  a 
# 2 ,  3
M ethod  b 
#-18
M ethod b 
# 1 9
M ethod b 
=11= 15
- 2 2 -
k #  f s (n)
b) r < 0 r 2 ? 4 t  
t < 0




t>0  r 2 < 4t
n
+ rn^ + t
r < 0
•2 ;?4t 70
f (x > S _1 f j n )
1___________ f f a  - S b '
^  -  4t l_sa Sb .
a 2= - £  +_L si r 2 -  4t
2 2
b2 -  -  r -_1 aTr ^  - 4t
2 2
Sa - f b _  
Sa
a 2_ r_ -  J. \l r 2 _ 4t 
2 2
b 2_ £  + J. n/ r 2 _ 
’  2  2
4t
N/4t - r2 (C2 - c 2)
" ^ac b ^ a sb j
a 2 _  _1 (r  + 2  NTt)
" 4
b^ = _1 ( - r  + 2 \Tt)
4
CasbSacb
r a2s a _ b 2sb
\l r2  - 4t sL a
a 2- - r  + 1 n/ r 2 -  4t 
2 2
b 2-  - r  -  J. ^~r 2 - 4t 
2 2
M ethod
M ethod  b 
#  15
M ethod  b 
^  19
k f s (n) f(x )  S ' 1 f  (n) s
- 2 3 -
M ethod










n-5 (n 2 + a^)
25
n-3 (n2 - a2)
ra2 s a + b 2Sb
^ r 2 - 4t
a2_ -£  +_1 Nf - 4t 
~  2  2
b2_ r + 1 ^ r 2 - 4t 
~  2  2
_1______f - f ^ a  + b2Sb
^ r 2 -  4t
a2 -  r -  1 V r 2 _ 4t 
2 2
b 2 = £  + 1  ^ r 2 -  4t 
2 2
1 (C a sb Sac b
V 4t - r 2 C '
Sac b c a®b) + ^  At -  tz  (C a sb C g i j
+ s ac b Sa cb )] a 2__l (r  + 2lsTt) 
4
b 2_ J, ( - r  + 2\Tt) 
" 4
+ x '
120 TT 24 18
3 3
TT X  +  IT X
45
x  ( tt -  x) ( 2 i r  -  x )  -  1 (Tr - x )
6ir a 2 IT T *
+ S
- x  ( tt - x) (2tt -  x) -  1 ( it — 3 
6ir a 2 it a4
+ s
a^s
M ethod b 
=*■ 19
M ethod d 
Knopp p 522
M ethod a 
#  1, 2S 4
M ethod  b 
■at 24
- 2 4 -
k fs (n ) f (x ) S_1 f s (n ) M ethod
26 1 -  (it .■ x )  + 1 r s + s i M e th o d  a
n ( n 4  -  a 4) TT a4 2 a4 . s s J *  1, 13
27 1
n(n4 + 4 a 4 ) n -  x -  1 1 (S cS c  + C s C s ) M e th o d  a
4  it a^ 4 P r  c 2 -  c 2 *  1, I4
28 1 tt -  x -  1 s _ 1 ( - tt s in  a x M e th o d  a
n (n2 -  a 2 )2 it a4  
+ x  c
a 4  -  a S
s)
2 a 3S 2 t  1, 3 , 9
29 1 ir -  x -  1 S - 1 ( -  tt s in h  ax M e th o d  b
n (n2 + a 2)2 tr a4 * *  S 2 a 3S 2 28
+ x  C S)
30 1 IT -X + sa -  sb M e th o d  b
n (n2 -  a 2 )  (n2 -b 2 ) ■jra2b ^  a 2 ( a 2 _b ^ ) s a b 2 (a 2~ b 2 )s| 3 * 1 ,  3
31 1 -TT-X + S a + s b M e th o d  c
n(n2 +a2) (n 2 -b 2 ) ira 2b2 a 2 ( a 2 + b 2 )Sa b ^ ( a ^ + b ^ ) s b *  30
32 1 TT-X f  S a -  s b M e th o d  c
n(n^ + a 2)  (n2 +b2) ira 2b2 a ^ (a 2  -b^)sa b 2 ( a 2 - b 2 )S]3 ♦  30
33 1 1 S " 1 1 -  n 3 *-  rn M e th o d  b
n(n4  + r n 2  + t) t n n4 +rn ^  +t n4  + rn ^  + t . *= 21, 2 2
3 4 1 (~1)A '* V«)zX+1 p,JL, / *  i M e t h o d  d
„2A+1 TT 2tt 1 K nopp p 
5 2  Z
=25-
k f s (n) fC^S"1 f s (n) M ethod
35 1 1 s + ( - l ) * £ A ( - l ) r M ethod a
n2A +1 (n2 __ a2) a2A + 2 1  IT r=0 a 2r + 2
{ z * ) z X ~
2r+l . .
2A -2r+ l f — ) 
 ^ Zit
36 1 ( - 1 ) A +1 S -  ( - i f  £  A (2tt)2  ^ - 2 r +l
n2 / U l ( n2 + a2) a2A + 2 s  * r 0 a2r+2 M ethod b
#  35
P 2 A -2 r + l ( 'x ) 
v 2irJ
37 1 1 * -1 s + (-1) S
A
+ (-D M ethod a
n 2A +1(n4 -  a4 )
2 A +4
2a ,s S. 2ira2
£  [ ( - i )1'+!] ( 2Tt)2 ^ - 2r+1P?A  . , / x  \
r-'J a ^ r+2 Ztt'
38 1 (-1)^ +1 1 [C s S c  - S cC s ] M ethod  a
4 A +3 x 4
n (n4+4a4 ) ( 2 a 2 )2 /' +3 5 2 . £2
X
+ 1 £ (-1)* (2ir)4 ^ - 4 r + 3
TT r =0 (4a4)r +1
P 4A -4 r +3
2ir
5 39 1 ( _l)X+i 1 [S cS c + C iC s ] M ethod  a
n4X + 1(n4 + 4a4 ) (2 a 2)2A+Z C 2 -  c 2
X
'  1 £ n— r = 0IT
( - l ) r ( 2i r ) 4 X - 4r + l  
(4a4 )r + r
p 4A - 4 r  + l ( * . )
2tt
40 Tra sin  a x - a x c s -2/^ ss M ethod  a
2 A -1 2 2\Z n (n - a ‘ ) ‘ 2a 2A +2g2
A A-i
+ (-1) £  (r + 1) ( - l ) r
TT r= 0 a 2r + 4
( 2Tr)2 ^ - 2r ” 1P 2A - 2r - l D
- 2 6 -
M n ) ftxJ'-S"1 f_(n) Method
1 i
f ----T-..... . ■ ■ " — ■ . ......... ................. . ........ . .......
(-1) [ - ‘fa sinh ax+axCS+2As§]
+ a 2 ) 2 2a2 ^  +
+ ( - l ) ^ V  (r+l)(2ir)2 ^ - 2 r - 1









f(n) sin  na
0 < a c i r /2  
C ' 1f ( n ) = F ( x )  
f(n ) sin  na 
tt /2<  a< tt 
C -1f(n ) = F (x )
1 s in  na
0<  a<ir 
f(n ) c o s  na 
0 < a  < it/ 2
S _1f(n ) = F (x )
f(n) c o s  na 
i r /2  *  a<r it 
S -iftn )^  F (x )
T ab le  IB 
M isce l la n e o u s  f s (n)
f l / 2  [ F ( a - x )  - F  (a+x)] 0<:x<ra 
1 /2  [ F ( x - a )  - F  (a+x)] a<x<r'ir-a 
l / 2  [ F ( x - a )  -F (2 ir -a -x ) ]  tt - a < x <  TT 
1 /2  [ F ( a -x )  - F (a + x ) ]  0< 'x<ir-a  
l / 2  [ F ( a -x )  -F (2 tr -a -x ) ]  ir-a<x<-a 
] / 2  [ F ( x - a )  -F (2 ir -a -x ) ]  a<x<iT 





f  1 /2  [F (a+ x ) - F ( a -x ) ]  0<fx<ra 
I  l / 2  [F (a + x )  +F (x -a )] a < x < ir -a
l / 2  [ -F (2 ir -a -x )  +F(x-a)]'ir-a<:x<iT
1/2 [F (a + x )  - F ( a - x ) ]  * x  ir-a 
1 /2  [ fF (2 ir -a ^ x )  ~F(a-x)]iT-a<x<a 
1 /2  [ -F (2 ir -a = x )  + F (x -a ) ]  a<x<ir





k ^  f  (n)
- 2 7 -  
f (x )  — S "1 f „ (n ) Method
a) 1 c o s  na -x  0 <  x <  a
n ir
0<  a<Tr 1 - x  a< x<tt 
it
46 f(n) ( - l ) n+1 f(jr -x )  w here  S ” l f „ (n )  = f(x ) b
47
A i—*
2 P  s in  x  
it 1 -  2P c o s  x + P 2
48 p n 2 arctan  P  sin x
n ir 1 - P  c o s  x
( P 2<1)
49 P n -1 J*  log  (1 -2P  c o s  x x + P 2) dx^
IT
( P 2 < 1)
p
. 2 /  1 arctan  P^sin xcjp(
TT P^ ■'■“ ^ l  COS X
50 P n
( P 2 < 1 )
2 d z 2 f Z2 1 a rc ta n  Z1 sin  x 
IT °  z^ °  1 -z^cos x d z l
51 j p l l  
~ m
( P 2<1)
2 f P  d zm - l  d zm - 2  f Z™ “ 3 
O O o
IT 1 Z  om - i  m - 2  
. . .  f Z2 1 arc tan  Z1 sin  x  d z l
°  Z^  1-Z| C O S  X
52 n P n
( P 2<1)
^pd 2 P  s in  x  
dP  TT 1 -2 P  c o s  x + P 2
53 m ^ n  n P
( p 2 <  1)
Apd \m  2 P  sin x  
dP ir 1 -2 P  c o s  x 4 P 2
54 p H
r r  
p 2  ^  i
e P  c o s  X
sin (p sin  x )
55 (£> 2a +l c o s  %  sin  a x
M ethod f
C h u rch il l
M ethod  d 
de Haan 
6 5 /3
M ethod k 
^  47
M ethod k 
#  48
M ethod k 
*  49
M ethod  k 
=f»= 50
IT
M ethod  k
#  47
M ethod  k
#  47
M ethod  c
M ethod  d 
de Haan
- 2 8 -
Table IC
Table  of E ven  In verse  Sine T r a n s f o r m s
f (x )= S _1 f  s (n) M ethod
56■
n
log  | 2sin_t | d t= f(x )  
i ir 2
2 sin x  f du
-  o  ------_u---- - -------- ?
l - 2 u c o s  x  + u
M ethod  e
57 1
X
a f sinh a (x -t )f (t )d t M ethod 1
n^ +a^ IT
sinh a x /  sinh a(ir-t) f(t) dt+f (x)“ & - "" ■ * o 
sin h  aTr
X
-  - 2  f  c o s h  a (x -t )  log  (2 s in  t)dt 
ir °  2
TT ^
+ 2 sinh ax f c o s h  a(ir-t)log(2sixlt|lti O
tt sinh air 2
In te g ra ­
t ion  by  
p arts
58 1 - a / ^ s i n  a (x - t ) f ( t )d t
j^ s in  a x /^ s i n  a (iT -t)f(t )dt+ f(x) 
s in  aTr
— -2  f ^  c o s  a (x -t )  log  ( 2 s i n t )  dt 
TT °  2
IT
+  2 sin  ax f c o s  a (ir -t ) log (2s in  t)dt 
i t  sin  air 2
M ethod  b 
57
In teg ra ­
tion by 
p arts
n2 - a 2
59 1
5 T
- / x  ( x - t ) f  ( t )d t+ x  f ™  (ir-t) f  (t)dt *  
■'o  °TT
j im i t  of*? 60 
as a-*0
60 1 X-1 J sinh a (x -t )  f(t) dt M ethod  1
n2(n  ^ + a2) a
IT i*
+  sinh ax sinh a(ir-t) f(t) dt 
a sinh air
% The f(t)  defined  in4=56 is  u sed  in+56 to# 7 0
-2 9 -
+ f g(n) f ( x ) = S ‘ 1 f s (n) M ethod
61 1
„
-1 ^  sin a ( x - t )  f(t) dt M ethod c
n<2(n2 -  a2) a
+ sin  ax J ^ s in  a(ir-t) f(t) dt 
a sin air
*  60
62 1 -1 /  [ s i n h a ( x - t )  +sin a (x -t )] f (t )d t M ethod a
- a4 •> (j 2a
ir
-  sinh ax J sinh a(ir-t) f(t) dt 
sinh atr °
IT
- sin  ax J sin a(ir-t) f(t) dt 
sin  atr °
63 1 - a  [ f *  sin a (x - t )  f(t)dt M ethod a
(n2 - a 2) (n2 -b2 ) aX - b 2 °
TT- sin ax J sin a (it - t )  f(t) dt] 
s in  air °
+ b [J X sin  b (x - t )  f(t) dt 
a 2 - b 2 °
TT
- sin bx /  sin b(tr-t) f(t) dt]: , o sin bTr
64 1 a [Jx sinh a (x - t )  f(t) dt M ethod a
(n2+a2 ) (n2 + b 2) a 2 - b 2 °
Tr i- sinh ax /  sinh a(iT-t) f(t) dt]
sinh air °
- b [ / X sinh b (x -t )  f(t) dt 
a 2 ~b2
- sinh bx sinh b(ir-t) f(t) dt] 
sinh bTr
65 1 i ‘ a [J X s in a (x -t )  f(t) dt M ethod a
(n2 -a2 )  (n^ + b 2) j a 2+b2
f s (n ) f(x )  = S "1 f s (n) M ethod
65 continued
- sin  ax / X sin  a(ir-t) f(t) dt] 
s m  air
- b [ f X sinh b (x - t )  f(t)dt 
a 2+b2 °
- sinh bx sinh b(Tr-t) f(t)dt] 
s inh  bir
66 n 2 d? [ /_  sinh a (x -t )  f(t) dt M ethod a
(n2 + a 2) (n2 + b 2) a2 -  b 2
ir
- sinh ax JQsinh a(Tr-t) f(t) dt] 
sinh air
- b^ [ f sinh b (x - t )  f(t) dt 
a 2 - b 2 °
-  sinh bx ^  sinh b(ir-t) f(t)dt] + f(x ) 
sinh bir
67 n2 - a 3 [ fX s in  a (x -t )  f(t) dt M ethod  a
(n^ - a2) (n2 -  b2) a 2 , b *  °
IT- s in  ax sin  a (ir-t) f(t) dt] 
s m  an
+ [ fX sin b (x - t )  f(t) dt 
a 2 - b 2 °
-  s in  bx  sin  b(ir-t) f(t) dt] + f(x ) 
s in  bir
68 n2 [J X sinh a (x -t )  f(t) dt M ethod  a
(n^ + a 2 ) (n^ -  b2) I ^ + " b 2  °
-  sinh ax sinh a(ir-t) f(t)  dt] 
s inh air
~ t / X s in b (x - t )  f(t) dt 
a 2 + b 2  °
-31-
f (x )  S "1 f s (n)
continued
- sin bx  J17 sin b(ir-t) f(t) dt] + f(x ) 
s in  bir
[J ^ s in h  a (x -t )  f(t) dt 
tr
-  sinh ax j  sinh a(nr-t)f(t) dt 
sinh an
- / x sin  a (x -t )  f(t) dt
+ sin ax f^ sin  a(ir-t) f(t)dt] + f(x )




T a b le  ID
M isce l la n e o u s  T r a n s fo r m s  in T e r m s  o f  D efin ite  In tegra ls  
Sine T r a n s fo r m s  f r o m  T a b les  o f  D efin ite  In tegra les
#■ f s ( n )
f i x e s ' 1 £s (n) M ethod




(1-t) tA/ 2  4ir2q2+(log t )2 
_2q f l  sinh r lo g  t) 1 dt
E xam en
131/12
n+qr o S inh(r log  t) q^+(log t)^ t
72 1 2sin  x  ^  (log  tj^ '^dt
n q u r ( q )  l - 2 t c o s  x+t^ 113/9
73 1
oo




tt^/2 ( c o s h t - c o s  x)t^ /2  
ir-x
2a f °  sinb U t dt 97/18
n+a °  sinh t a^ir^ +  t^
75 1
CD
s in  x  J (sinh  t) t^dt 88/14
n^
(q  odd)
it P (q+1) ( c o s h  t - c o s  x)^
76 1 sin  x  /  t^-^dt
n q ir P (q) ^ c o s h  t - c o s  x 8 8 /5
77 1 2 sin  x  1-tan t dt 3 6 /7
n(n+l) it 1 - c o s  x  sin  2t
78 1 2 sin  x  (1-t) dt 6 /5
n(n+l) it l - 2 t c o s  x+t^
_ 2  sin x  [ tt- x  tan x  -  log(2 s in  x  ) ]  
tt 2  2  2
79 1 2 sin  x  tr dt 6 / 1 0
n+r tt l - 2 t c o s  x  + t^
-33-
f g (n) f(x ) = S“* f s(n) Method
80 1 n n ; q 2,1 41 (sin x) (l-t)^dt
r  (n+P+l) w-P(P+l) l - 2qtcos x+q^t2 6/13
81 i • r1 sin x J dt 10/17
2n -l ir °  ( l - 2tcos x+t^) tl/ 2
82 1 r1sin X  X n t*/2dt 14/1
2n+l TT 1- 2tcos x+t^
83 e -nP
1 Pe 'P r  sin xr + 2 f cos(— log t) 407/11
n2 _ r 2 rsin irr -ir^ rZ  + (log t) 2
TT-X X -TT  
t Tr - t 7T dt
84 n e 'nP e"-^>rsin xr i p  + 2 / sin -f log t)
n 2 _ r 2 sin irr TT TF^ r2 +(1 0g t)^ 
TT-X X-TT
t - t- Tr"  log t dt 
l - t 2
407/7
85 e -nP e“-^ >rsin xr
ct>
- 2 / sinh(ir-x)t cos Pt,,. 389/22
n2 - r^ rsin irr tt u sinh irt r 2 +t^
86 n e '11^ CD
n.2 _ r 2 e- P r sin xr -  2  sinh ( t t  —x)t 389/23
sin irr tt sinh irt
tsin Pt dt 
r^+t2
87 ( - D n+1 i ■ r® - 1 sm x j q(cosh t-cos x-tsinh t) 356/17
nq *  r (q) (cosh t-cos x)^
8 8 i
tq-kog tdt
/„ x-ir ir-x 
2 q cos 71 t-“ cos 17 t dt 328/3
n+q ir2 q2 +(i0g cos t)^ s*n ^
-34-
f s(n) f(x) S" 1 f g(n) Method
89 1
X -TT  TT-X
2 q f77/ 2 sin”^  t - sin w t dt 327/2
n+q ir^q2 + (log sin t) 2  cos t
90 <-Dn+1 2 sin x r / 4 d o g  cot t)^”^ 300/15
n l •rrP(q) 1-cos x sin 2t
91 p 2n
(n ! ) 2
2 / e 2Pcos t cos x/2
sin (2Pcos t siri,~)dt
277/10
92 1 2 sin x J77^  tan^t dt 275/20
nq ^ ( q )  °  cosh(tan t)-cos x sin 2t
93 1
n+q
2 sinh [q(ir-x) tan t] 
ir °  sinh (qutan t)
274/13
94 1 2 sin x dt 133/5
~\Tn ■n-3/2 (l-2tcos (x) +tz) N/~iog \/t
95 nr
°0 „ i 
2 r sin x J (log 1
140/14(n + P ) d "  P ( q )  u t
t^dt
1- 2 rtcos (x}+t2t2
-35-
Table HA
Inverse Cosine Transforms (even f  n)
k # fc(n)
In each case f (0) = 0 c
GO ,











n4  +4 a4  
1




(n2 -a 2) ( n ^ V f
( n 2 » a 2 )  ( n 2 + b 2 )
2  -  X  +  IT
2tt 3
- c + 1
as Tra
x“* + x~ 
24ir 6
TTX2 +  IT






#23 in sine 
table s
Method a
1 +1__ [ ScCc+CsSs-ScSs+CsC
4tra4 8a- C 2 -c 2
- 1__ + 1 [  sc+TTacc-f('tr-x)ass]
2a3 s 2
1 + 1 [SC+iraCC"(iT-x)aSS] 
Tra  ^ 2a % 2
1 + 1  "ca + cb 


























(n2 +a2 ) (n'2+b2 )
n2 (n2 -a2 )
b)
n2 (n2 +a2 )
n 4 + r n 2 + t
r2_4t>0
r< 0 t> 0
r 2 -4t>0 
r< D  t<0
r 2 -4t^0 
r> 0  t> 0
d) r 2 -4t>0
r > 0  t< 0
1 + 1  
ira2b 2 a2 -b 2
~Ca + Cb
aS, bSv
1 +  1 [  - X  +  X  -  TT -  C














a2— - _r + 1_ \/ r 2 - 4 t 
2 2






a2_ r - 1 Vr2~4t
irt































a2 -  - x_ +L \/ r 2 - 4 t 
2 2
r - 4t < 0 
a< 0 or a ? 0  
b> 0
b 2 — r + 1 nTt2 - 4t 
2 2
2________ 1 [b(SashC sb
t1/2 ^4 t-r^
+ cb) + a(CacbCaI b -SasbSacb)J]
a 2 = 1/4 (r+2t1/2) 
b 2 3 1/4 (-  r+2t1/2)
15 n2 1 -aca + bcb
(n2 -a 2) (n2 -b 2 ) a2 -b 2 ®b
16 n2 1 aCa - bCb
(n2 +a2 ) (n2 +b2 ) a2 -b 2 I A  sb
17 n2 1 aCa _ bcb













C_ - c 
S s
1 1 [-CcSs+SsSc+CcSc+SsCs]
2 a c 2 -E2
-1 [cs - a(ir-x) ss - aircc]
2 as2
























n 2 A ( n 2 _ a 2)
25
n2/l (n^ + a2 )
26
27
n2 A (n4  - a4) 
A odd
n2^ (n4 _ a4)
A even
(a) s ee#115, 16,17
_[k(SasbCasb+CacbCasb
^ 4t-a2 (C 2 -c 2
+ a( ~CacbCasb + SasbSacb )] 
a 2-  1/4 (r + 2tX/ 2) 
b 2 = 1/4 ( - r  + 2tX/2)
(-1 )A_1 (2tt) 2A P ?A/x \ 
IT ' 2 tt '
where (x) is Bernoulli Polynomial
A A-1 s 
i (is . + _ l )  + (- i ) z  . ( - i r
a2 A +1 s na -n- 0 a<iS+ 2
, ,  > 2 A - 2S , , .
{Zl,) -2 5  ( 2- )
V 2 ir
.A
( -ir> / c  - j _  \ - (_~i)_ e  i
a  2  + 1  '  g  i r a  i r  S - 0  a 4 S
l2/^-2S
P 2A-2S ( * _ )
2 it
- l ) / 2
- c\ -_l E i
s/ ttS--02a2^+3^g
( 2 " ) 2 A ‘ 4S p 2A-4S  (| _ )
1____- 1, /c + C \
L2A + 4  2a^A+ 3 ' -s o '■na.o^ t  *  ', 'r J '  S
V 2 - 1  i ,
+ 1 S .  (2 „ )^ -4 S  P ^ -4s /xJ
' 2 tt'TT S --0
Method b 














k #  f c (n) f(x ) C - l f c (n)
28
k>5











(_l)(A+i)/2 x [ -CcSi+SsSc+CcSc 
2^+2a^^ +3 ^ 2 -c 2
-  (/J-l) / 2  „ _
+SsCs + 1 L ( - l )s (2tt)2^-4S
it S- 0  
P 2 A -4 sfe  )
v 2 ir
(4a4)S + 1
- + <r1) A/2i
ir( 2 a ^ )^  2 2^+ ^a2^ +3
- -  -  A/2 -l 
ScCc+CsSs-ScSs+CsCc - 1 T, (-1)
C 2 -c 2
-  S=0
( 2 tt)2  ^ -4S PzA _4lS / *  'N
(4a4 )S+l 2 ir
- (-1)^ V  (S+l) (2tt)2^-2S
v ~ s = o --------------3.4+2S
A
( - i ) V(A +D + (-D
P 2 A - 2S 2L-
2 it
A
ira 2a 2  ^+3§2
[SC(2^ +1) + iraCC - (iT-x)aSS]
- ( - l ) ^ 1 (S+1)(-1)s (2tt)2/^ ~2S 
ir S = 0 a4+2S
P 2A - 2S/2L_\ ‘ A .**
' 2 tt' ira* "TT
+ ( 2 ^ +l)sc+iracc+(iT-x)ass 
-------- 2a2>-F3s2------------
1_F2 (x, 1 )*F 2 (x, K -l)
2














#= f J n)
Miscellaneous fc(n) 







0 < a<tr/ 2  jvhere 
S " 1 f(n) = F(x)
f(n) sin na 
ir/2 < a< ir





0 <Ta<ir/ 2 
C " 1 f(n) -  F(x)
f(n) cos na 
ir/2 <a<ir 
C " 1 f (n )= F (x )
1 [F(a+x) + F (a -x ) ] 0 *x<a
2
1 [F  (a+x) - F (x -a )] a< x< ir-a
2





1 [ -F(2ir-a-x) +F (a-x )] ir-a<x<a
2
_1 [ -F (2tr-a -x )-F (x -a ) a<x<ir 
fc
1 - a 0 <x<a
TT
- a a<x ^ tt 
u
l[F (a + x ) +F (a-x)] 0<x<"a
2
1 [F (a+x) +F (x-a)] a<x<ir-a
2
1 [F(2ir-a-x) +F (x-a)] ir-a< x <  tt
2
J. [F(a+x) +F(a-x)] 0< x<ir-a
2
J. [F(2iT-a~x) +F (a-x )] ir-a<x<a  
2









k #  £c (n) f(x ) C "1 f  (n) Method
a) cos na
■ .... . —. ..
it-a) 2 + x 2 - tt 0 < x <a
n^ 2 ir 6
0<a<Tr ( t t - x ) 2 + a2 - it a<x<iT
2 ir 6
37 fc(n) ( - l )n f(Tr-x) where 
C =1 fc(n) = f(x)
38 pn
(p 2 < l)
2 P(cos x -P )















-  1 j  1 log ( l - 2 z cos (x) + z )dz
TT °  Z
- 1 fP< z^2 / 2 1 log (1-2Z, cos x
— n ——  o — 1 TT °  Z2 ZX
+ z^j dz1
42 p n , fP  dz , r Z ! dz ,- 1 f m -1 j m - ‘ m - 2  . . .
nm 
(P 2C 1)
o -■ - —  oIT Z Zm -1 m - 2
z7 2 
f lo g (l-2 zi cos (x) + z ) dz 




2 cos x (P 2 + 1) - 2P 




P’ap fJ L ........ P -  2UP 3P dp -
P (cos(x )-P ) _ 























k f (n) f(x) C ”  ^ fr (n) Method
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a a ax 
2 ( 2  cos x cos ~~r~ - 1) Method d
IT 2 de Haas
42/20
Table IIC









log (2 s i n x )_ ^ ^  cos(x)-t dt 
ir 2 ir l - 2tcos (x)+t^
a2 JQ cosh a(x-t) f(t) dt
? IT
-a^ cosh ax: / sinh a(ir-t) f(t) dt 
sinh air °
- 2 log ( 2  sin x ) 
ir 2
TT
- 2a/ sinh a(x-t) log ( 2 sin t)dt 
" 2
tr
+ ^a/ cosh a(ir-t) log ( 2  sin_t)dt 
ir °  2
- 2 log ( 2  sin x)
TT 2
-a 2 /q cos a (x-t) f(t) dt
n  *n*
+a£ cos ax ^  sin a(ir-t) f(t) dt
sin air








f (n) f(x) C " 1 f (n) Methodc ^
50 1
—5*nJ
- fx £(t) dt + 1 /^(Tr-t) f (t) dt 
Jo — 0  ir
lim it#- 52 
a *> 0





TT+ cosh ax f sinh a(tr-t) f(t) dt 
sinh air
n(n2 - a 2 ) - Jx cos a(x-t) f (t) dt
0
If
+ cos ax f sin a(ir-t) f(t) dt
T" 0  sin air
Method g
53 n -1 /x cos a(x-t) f(t) dt Method g
n4 -a^ 2 0
- cos ax J77 sin a(ir-t) f (t) dt 
cos air 0
+ Jx cosh a(x-t) f(t) dt 
0
IT- cosh ax J sinh a(x-t) f(t) dt 
cosh air 0
54 n -a 2 f x cos a(x-t) f (t) dt Method g
(n2 -a 2) (n2 -b 2) a2 -b^ 0 
ir- cos ax J sin a(ir-t) £(t) dt 
cos air 0
+ b 2 JXcos b(x-t) f(t) dt 
a.2 _ b 2 0
tr- cos bx f sin b(ir-t) f(t) dt 
cos bir 0
55 n a2 JX cosh a(x-t) f(t) dt Method g
(n^+a2 ) (n^+b2) a2 -b 2 u
U’









(n^-a^) (n2 -b 2 )
b fx cosh b(x-t) f(t) dt
[2 TbZ °
cosh bx j  sinh b(ir-t) f(t) dt
cosh bn
-a 2 [ /x cos a(x-t) f(t) dt 
2 °
cos ax sin a(ir-t) f(t) dt]
cos air
b 2 [ /x cosh b(x-t) f(t) dt 
a^+bZ* °
.TT
- cosh bx f  sinh b(-ir-t) f(t) dt ] 
cosh bir °
a^ [ Jx cosh a(x-t) f(t) dt
TT
« cosh ax f sinh a(ir-t) f(t) dt 
cosh air °
/x cos a(x-t) f(t) dt 
o
+ cos ax J77 sin a(x-t) f(t) dt] 
sin air
- 2 log ( 2  sin x_ j 
tt 2
-a4  [ fX cos a(x-t) f(t) dt 
o
- cos ax f *  sin a(tr-t) f(t) dt ] 
cos air
+ b4  [ fx cos b(x-t) f(t) dt 












|n2 +a2) (n2 fb2)
n
(n2 +a2 ) (n2 -b 2)
- cos bx sin b(x-t) f(t) dt
cos bw °
- 2^ log ( 2 sin x )
*  2
a4  [/x cosh a(x-t) f(t) dt 
a2 -b 2 °
.ir
- cosh ax J sinh a(ir-t) f(t) dt] 
cosh air °
- b4  [ fX cosh b(x-t) f(t) dt
1 2 Tb2  °
TT
cosh bx f sinh b(x-t) f(t) dt] 
cosh bir
25 log ( 2 sin x )
■a 2
a4  [ f x cosh a(x-t) f(t) dt
I ^ b 2  °
cosh ax f 17 sinh a(ir-t) f(t) dt ] 
sinh air °
b4  [/X cos b(x-t) f(t) dt 
'a ^ + b 2 °
ir
cos bx / sin b(x-t) f(t) dt ] 
cos bir °





Miscellaneous Transforms in Terms of Definite Integrals 
Cosine Transforms from U Tables of Definite Integrales*
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- - 4  |j cosh log t dt 132/14
^ (l-t)ti/2 4Tr2q2+(iogt)2 Examen
6 2 1
n+qr
- 1 + 2  cosh [ ( x - tt) rlog t] 
qrtr w sinh (4irlog t)
log t dt 
q2+(log t } *  t
131/11
63 p H 2P f1 (lo g ^ )r "1(cos x - P t )tqdt 113/11
(q+n)r 7r,'1(r ) l-2Ptcos x + p2t2 Examen
64 1
2 T 2 c1 ( l o g ^ q 1 (cos x “ t) dt 130/1




1 cos x - e-t dt 98/27
nT n tt^ / 2  cosh t-cox x t^ / 2
66 1
00
- 1 +  2 f cosh(ir-x)rt t dt 97/19
n + qr iTqr ir u sinh irrt t^+q2
67 P n 2P / (cos(x) - P e _t) e~qttr ”^dt 8 8 / 1 0
(q+n)r irP(r) °  et+P 2 e"t-2Pcos x
68 1 1 / cos (x) - e“* tq" 1 dt 8 8 / 6
nq TrP(q) cosh t’ ^cos x
69 i - 2  + 1-tcos x tr ”l dt 6/9
n+r irr °  l - 2tcos x+t2
70 1 n n. q 2q f1 (cos (x) - qt)(l-t)P dt 6/14
p (n+P+1) irp (P+l) °  l-2qtcos x + q2t2
47-
k C ~* Method d
71 ne “nP
p  1t- x  x -ir  
.  2 f'' cos (^  log t) t Tr + t ir log  tdt 407/12
n2- r 2 it °  •ff2r 2-t{log t)^ 1-t^
- P r  / \-  e cos(tr-x )r
sin itr
72 e -n P !Pr1 - e c o s (u -x )r 407/6
n2- r 2 i r ^  rs in  irr
j p  TT-X X-TT
+ 2/ sin(Tr log t) t 77 + t 77 dt
°  w2.r 2 -j. ( i0g t)2 1-t2
73 ne_nP
.00
2 J cosh (ir-x )t tcos Pt ^ 389/24
n2 -r2 ir u sinh irt r^+t2





- 2 f cosh(ir-x)t sin Pt
— •» q —_ --- .----- -— —»_— ClL
ir sinh irt i 4 + t c
389/21
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+ 1 - 1 ^ -P r  cos (it-x )r  
irr2 r sin irr
x ir ir-x  
- 1 - 2  J17/ 2 cos 77 t+cos 77 t 328/11
n+q irq ir °  ir2q2 + (log cos t)^
76 1
log cos t 
sm  t
X-TT 1T-X
- 1 - 2  J‘Tr/ 2 sin w t+sin ir t 327/10
n+q irq ir o ir2q2 + (log sin t )2
log sin t dt 
cos t
77 1 2 ^ / 4 (iog cot t )P "^ 292/29
1
(n+q)p |irp (P )
cos x  -  tan ttanqt#qt 


















Z + _2 f n&2Pcos t cos x/2
ir ir
cos(2Pcos t sin x/2)dt
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2 (cos x - t)dt
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D. Application of the Sine Transforms to 
a Plate Problem
1, The differential equation of a plate on an elastic foundation
If a thin, homogeneous, isotropic, rectangular plate rests on an 
elastic foundation where the restoring force is proportional to the deflec­
tion and supports a transverse distributed load of q(x, y) per unit area,
34
the defection w(x, y) at any point of the plate must satisfy the Equation
\7^ w -  w + 2w + w - q(x, y) - k/w . (27)V xxxx xxyy yyyY '  ’
Here k/= foundation modulus, D - modulus of rigidity of the plate, 
x subscripts indicate partial derivatives with respect to x, and y sub­
scripts indicate partial derivatives with respect to y. We have assumed 
that the foundation produces a reaction on every point of the plate which 
is proportional to the deflection at that point.
34Expressions for the deflection w(x, y) have been given by Timoshenko 
when two opposite edges are supported and the other two edges are clamped.
We wish to solve the problem when two opposite edges have specified defies -
. 11 tions and moments, and the other two any boundary conditions.
2. Boundary conditions
In all cases we will specify the moments and deflections on the edges 








-wfO, y^-Wj (y) (28)
w(a, y) = w 2 (y) (29)
Mx(0 ,y )=  = D[wxx -f ^Vyylat -x Q = ^ ( y )  (30)
Mx (a, y) - -D [wxx(a, y) + v  wyy(a, y )]=  M2 (y) (31)
Wj(y), w ^y ), Mjjy), M 2 (y) are specified and v is Poisson's  
The six standard cases for edge conditions at the other two 
y = = b are as follows:
: Two edges fixed:
w (x ,b )= w 3 (x) (32)
w(x, -b)= w4 (x)i (33)
w (x, b) — S (x) (34)
y x
w (x, -b ) =  S?(x) (35)
y &
: Deflections and moments given:
My(x, b) = " D [w ^ (x ,b )+ v w xx(x) b!] (36)
M (x, -b ) = -D  [w  (x, -b) + vw (x, -b )] (37)
y yy “
Also equations (28), (29)
: Moments and reactions given:
Ry(x, b) -  -D  [wyyy(x, b) + ( 2 -v ) wxyy (x, b)] (38)
Ry(x, -b ) = -D  [wyyy(x, -b) + (2-v) wxyy (x, =b|] (39)
Also equations (36), and (37).
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Case 4t One edge fixed (y= b) and one edge with deflections and moments 
given (y = -b):
Equations (32), (33), (34), (37)
Case 5: One edge with moment and reaction given (y=b) and one edge 
fixed (y - -b):
Equations (33), (35), (36)r (38)
Case 6 : One edge with moment and reaction given (y=b) and one edge with 
deflection and moment given (y = -b):
given functions of x„
We can solve these six problems by use of the sine transform. 
By taking the sine transform of Equation (27) with respect to x, using 
Equation (3) and (4), we have
Equations (33), (36), (37), (38)





Q K  y )=qs(a, y) + a [ ( - l ) n a2w (a, y) - d 2 w (0 , y)]
- 2a [ ( - l )n 9^w (a, y) - 92w (0 , y)]
9y
-a 3 [ ( - l ) n w(a, y) - w (0 , y)]
■=52=
This may be written
Q(a, y) qsCa, y) + a ( (- l )n+1 [M?(y) + vw2 (y)]
D ( D
+ Mi(y) + vwj (y) I + 2 a [(~ l)n w^ (y) - w ^ y )]
D ;
- a3 [(= l)n w 2 (y) - w1(y)] . (42)
The solution to equation (27) is
w(x, y)_ 2 E w (a, y) sin ax 
~  sa
where w la, y) is a solution to equation (40) and is
w g(a, y) — A  sinh uy sinvy + B cosh uy sinvy  
+ D sinh uy cos vy + E cosh uy cos vy 




a2 + j/ a4  + k4
*a2 + fa4  + k.4
(44)
and G(a, y) is a particular solution of equation (40)„
The following abbreviations will be used: S = sinh ub, C -  cosh ub, 
s =. sin vbj S2— sinh 2ub, S4  sinh 4ub, =. cos ^vb, etc.
In all cases when k approaches zero
/ / 
sin vy —? € 3  y C 2 sinvy c 4 y
/ I V2
C 4 -?  C 3 , u ->  a, v ■» ■-»0
are
■53.
re primes refer to the case of no elastic foundation.
The transformed edge conditions, Equations (28) to (39), inclusive,
(a, b) = w 3 g(a) (45)
w J  (a, b ) - S ls (a) (46)
w s(a, -b ) -  w4 s(a) (47)
w s/(a> ~b) ~  S2 s(a ) (48)
■w^ (a, b) + va2wg(a, b) + av [[-lJ ’V fa , b )»w (0 , b)] = M 3 g(a)/D (49)
-w g//(a, -b)+va2wg(a, -b) + av [(» l)nw(a, -b)-w (0, -b )] -  M4 s(cl)/D (50)
■w/'la, b)+(2=-v)a2w g (a, b)+(2-v ^ [(-Ip -w ^a, b)~w(0, b )]=R lg (a)/D (51)
-w g//V(a, =b)+(2 -v )a 2wg/ (a, -b )+ (2 =v )a [(- l )nw (a, =b)-w (0 , -b )]
=  R 2 s (a)/D (52)
where
w / r  dwg(a, y) f etc. 
dy
• +From the edge conditions at the edges y =. - b, we can evaluate the 
constants A, B , P  > and E in Equations (43). We will give first the 
values of these constants for certain of the edge functions required to be 
zero (cases la - 6a, inclusive). The values of the constants A>, B » 
and E for the edge functions not equal to zero will be written in terms of 
the corresponding constants for the edge functions equal to zero.
The constants for Cases 1(a) - 6 (a), inclusive, are as follows:
Case 1(a)
/
A {us2 -hfS2 H G (a ,  b) + G(a, -b )] (uSc - vCs) - Cg[G (a ,b ) -  G (a, -b )]
B (us^ -  vS2 )=[-G(a, b) + G(a, =b)] (uCc -v S s ) + Sc[G loyb) + G^a., =b)]
D (=US2 + VS2 ) = [-G (a , b) + G(a, -b )] (uSs +?Cc) + Cs[G (a, b) +G (a, ~b)]
/ /
E (=us2 -v S 2 ) [+G(q, b) +G(a, -b )] (uCs +Y Sc) -Ss[ + G (a, b) - G (a ,-b )]
(53)
Case 2(a)
k2A (C 2 +c2) = -Cc[G  (a, b) + g \ol, -b )] - (~Cca2 + Ssk2 )[G (a , b )+G (a , -b )] 
k^B (C 2 - c2)= -Sc[G (a, b) -G  (a, -b )] - (-Sea.2 +Csk2) [G (af b) - G(a, -b )] 
k2D ,{C2 - g2)= +Cs[G (a ,b ) ^G(a, - b ) } -  (+Csa2 + Sck2 ) [G (a J b) -G(a, -b )]
k2E (C 2 +c2 ) -  +Ss[G^a, b) + g V ,  -b )] - (Ssa2 + Cck2) [G(a, b) +G(a, ~b)]
(54)
Case 3(a)
A | 2a2k2 (1-v ) (vs2 - US2 )+ [a 4 (l-v ) 2 -k4] ( us^  +vS^ )J=  [a 2 (l-v )Cc-k 2 Ss]
[G  \ a , b )  -G  (a, -b ) - (2 -v )a2G (a, b) + (2 -v )a2G (a, ~b)]
. // ft
+ | Sc[a2 (l -v ) u + k2v] - Cs[a2 (l-v )v -k 2u] J [G  (a, b) + G (a, =b)
~ va2 G(a, b) -va 2 G(a, -b )].
-B  ( 2a2k2 (l-v ) (vs2 + US2 ) + [a 4 (l -v ) 2 -k4] (us2 “VS2 ) [a 2 (l-v)Sc=k2 Cs]
/ / /  /// ,  / _ /
[G  (a, b) + G (a, ~b) - (2-v )a2G (a, b) •= (2 -v )a2G (a, -b )]
+ | c c [a 2 (l=v )u -fk^  ] - Ss[a2 (l-v );v-k2u] j  [G  (a, b) -G  (a, -b)





-D  {  2a2k2 (l=v) (ws^ - fu ^ ) + [a 4 (l~v ) 2 ( us2 “vS 2 )J=[~a^ (l“V')Cs~k2So]
[G  (a, b) +G (a, -b ) - ( 2 -v )a 2G(a, b) - (2 -^a2G (a, -b )]
- j Ss[a^(l-v ) u +k^v] +Cc[a 2 (l= v ^ -k 2u]^ [G  (a, b) = G (a ,-b )~va 2G(a, b) 
+ va2G(a, =b)]
E -j 2a 2k2 (l-v ) (v - V-S^) + [a 4 (l=v ) 2 ~k4] (us^+vS 2 )J = [ - a 2 (l=v )Ss-k 2Cc]
" >  I I I  ,  / ? / _
[G  (a, b ) -G  (a ,-b ) -(2»v )a2G (a, b) + (2-v)a^G (a, ~b)]
—!^s[a2 (l-v ) u + k2v] +Sc[a2 (l-v )v -k 2u] [G  (a, b) + G (a, -b )
- va2 G(a, b) - va2 G(a, -b )] (55)
Case 4(a)
k^us^-v &4 )A - -2k2G(a, b) [uSc(2s2 + C ^ )  + vCs(2c2 - C^)]
+ 2G(a, -b ) [ + uk2Scc2 +v'k2 CsC 2 + aCc(us2 -v  S^)]
+ 4k2CcG (a, b) (s 2 + S2) - 2CcG (a, =b) (us2 - VS2 )
k2 (us^^vS4 )B= = 2k2G(a, b) [uCc(-2s2 + C 2 ) + vSs(-2c2 -C2 )]
+ 2G(a, -b ) [+  uk2 Ccc2 -v 'k 2 SgC 2 + a 2Sc(uS2 fy 'S^)]
+ 4k2ScG (a, b) (c 2 + S2) -2ScG (a, -b) (US2 tvS^ )
k2 (u s^vS 4 )D =  2k2 G(a, b) [uSs( = Z c ^ - C ^ )  +vCc(2s2 =C2)]
+ 2G(a, =b) [-uk 2Ssc2 - v k 2CcC2 - a2 Cs(us2 + VS2 )]
- 4k2CsG (a ,b ) (e 2 + S2) + 2CsG (a, -b ) (us2 + vS2)
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Case 4(a) continued
kZ^ us4  -  vS4)E = -2k2G<a, b) [uCs(2c2 - C 2) + vSc (-2 s2 -C 2)]
+ 2G(a, =>b) [~uk2 Csc2 + v k 2ScC2 - a 2Ss(us2 - v>S2)]
~4k2SsG (a, b) (s 2 + S2) + 2SsG^(a, =b) (us?-.v>S )
2 (56)
Case 5(a)
h. A= -k 2 G(a, ~b ){2 a 2 (l-v ) [u 2 C c (-s 2 + C2) + uvSs(c2 -C 2)
+V2 Cc(-2s2 + C 2 )j+k2 [ -u 2 Scc2 + 2w C c (-c 2 + C2) - v 2 SgC2] j  
+ k^G^a, -b ) {2 q 2(1 -v ) [uSc(c2 -2C2) + vC s (-2 c 2 + C 2)
+ k2 [uCsc2 - vScC^jy + [G ^ (a , b) -a 2vG(a, b) + a2 (l-v )G (a, -b )] 
|2a 2 (l=v) (uSc-vCs) (-use + vSC) + k2 [u 2Ccc£ +v 2 CcC2 
+ 2 UyS s (-c2  + C 2)] - [ G /1a,b ) - (2-v )a ^Q /(a , b) + a 2 (l-v )G (a f -b )] 
- 2a 2 (l-v )Cc(=usc + vSC) + k2uScc£ + k2vCsC 2 
where A is given by
A = a4 ( l -v )2 ( -u 2 s2 2 + v 2S22) + a2(l_v) k^av(e4 -C 4 )~k4 (u2 c2 2 +v 2C 2^) 
and the other C s are given in terms of C^
2E { k2[uScc2 + vC sC 2J + a 2 (1-v)Cc(us2 ~vS2 )J- = G(a, -b)
[ -k 2 (uS2 + v s2) + a2 ( l -v ) (-u s 2 +yiS2)] ~ 2k2G (a-b ) ( = c2 + C2)
// -> ■>+ [G  (a, b) - a vG(a, b) + ?Aa (l-v )Ss] (-u s 2 + V$2)
+ 2k2A j(“uCsc2 +vScC2)
B(-usc + v£>C)=. -(uCc - vSs)G (a ,-b ) + AvS2 - Euc2 - ScG (a,~b) 




^ A  = -G (a } -b ) [a 2 (l=v) Cc - k2Ss] ^ ~[a2 (l»v ) u + k?v]
[a 2 ( l -v ) s2 + k2S2] + [k 2u = a2 (l~v)v) [ - a 2 (l-v )S 2 + k2 s2]^
+ [G  (a, b) = a2vG(as b)]k2 | ~[a 2 U=v) u + k2v] (Sss2 + ScC2)
//
+ [k 2u - a 2 (l-v )v ] [C c s 2 - CsC2] + [G  (a, b) va G (^ = b )]  
,j^[a2 (l=v) u + k ^ ]  [2Csc2a2 (l-v ) + k2ScC2] + [k 2u - a 2 ( l -v }y]
[ = 2SC2 ca2 (l~v) + k2Csc23 + 2k2[ G (a, b) - (2-v) a2G (a, b)]
[a 2 (l-v )Cc - k2Ss] (c 2 - C 2)
2A=k2 ^ [ua2 (l-v ) + k2v] [a 2 (l=v)s^ + k2S4] + [a 2 (l-v)y~k2u]
[~a 2 (l-v )S 4  + k 2 s4] j  2k2D [ - a 2 (l-v ) Cc + k2Ss] (c 2 - C 2)
-  -G //(a, -b ) [k 2c2S + s2 Ca2 (l-v )] C - k ^ C G ^ a .b )  + G(a, -b )
jk 2SCa2v - 2 [ - a 2 (l-v ) Cc + k2Ss] [a 2Cs + k2Sc] + a2vk2SCG(as b)
+ 2Ak2 (s 2 -  C2) [a 2 (1-v) Cs + k2Sc]
2E [ - a 2 (1-v) Cc + k2Ss] =  |g^(a, b) + G (a, -b) ~ a 2vG(a, b)
-a 2vG (a ,-b ) -> 2A [ = a2 ( l -v ) Ss = k2Cc]
CsB = + ASs - DSc + ECc + G(a, b)
(58)
We shall now find the constants A, B, D, and E for Cases 1 to 6, 
inclusive:
Case 1 In the constants of Case 1(a), replace
G(a, b) by G(a, b) - w 3 g(a) (59)
G(a, =b) by G(a, -b ) - w4 s(a) (60)
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G (a, b) by G (u, b) -  Slg (a) (61) 
G ' (a, -b ) by G / (a, -b) - S2 g(a) (62)
Case 2 In the constants of Case 2(a), use Equations (59) and (60) and
replace
G (a, b) by G (a, b) -a 2vw3 s(a) -av [ ( - l )nw(a, b)-w(Q, b)] + M 3 g(a)/D (63) 
G (a, -b) by g "  (a, ~b) -a 2vw4 s(a) = av -b)~w(0, -b )]
+ M4 g(a)/D (64)
Case 3 In the constants of Case 3(a), replace
1 J- H ,G (a, b) by G (a, b) -a v [(- l )rLw(a, b)-w(0, b)] + M., (a)/D (65)
G (a, -b ) by G (a, -b ) a v [(-l)nw(a, -b)-w (0 , -b )} + M4 g(a)/D ( 6 6 )
G (a, b) by G (a, b) - (2~v) a [( - l )nwj(^ bJ-w^O, b)] +R ls (a)/D (67)
g ' V ,  -b ) by G /7(a, -b) - (2 -v )a [(-l)nw/(a, -b)-w '(0, -b )] +R2 g(a)/D ( 6 8 )
Case 4 In the constants of Case 4(a) use Equations (59), (60), (61), and 
(64).
Case 5 In the constants of Case 5(a) use Equations (65), (67), (60), 
and (6 2 ).
Case 6 In the constants of Case 6 (a) use Equations (65), (67), (60), 
and (64).
//
For example, if a constant moment were applied at x=0, G (a, b)
//
would be replaced by G (a, b) + M 3 s(a) where
_ _ _ _ _
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M i.  (a) -  f 3 M.3(x) sin ax dx= M[1 - (=l)n] so that
a
B -  D = G(a, y) = 0 and
k2 A  (C 2 + c2)_  2M[1 - ( - l )n] (a 2Cc - k2Ss) 
a
k2 E (C 2 + c2) -  -2M [1 - (=l)n] (k2 Cc •+• a 2Sg)
a
w(x, y) -  4M L 1 - (~l)n [ (a 2 Cc - k2Sg) sinh uy sin vy 
ak2 a(C 2 + c'2)
- (k C + a S ) cosh uy cos vy ] sin ax .
«  S
The factor depending on the load is G(a, y). This factor is evaluated 
for several specific examples from Equation (23c):
(a) Rectangular strip







Constant Load Applied Between Xj and x 2 Fig. 3
G(a, y) — q0  N 1 cos ax^ - cos ax2 
D a - + k4  a
(b) Concentrated line strip
q(x, y) _ qfl when x=  % t q(x, y) = 0 elsewhere 
dx
G(aj y) = qo
D a4  + k4
s in a %
This was obtained by letting x 2 approach x-^  in Equation (69).
(c) Constant load 
q(x» y)=
G(a, y ) =  qo 1 1 -  | -l)n . (71)
^  a4 + k4 Q-
This was obtained by letting x^-*-0 and x^ -^ -a  in Equation (69).
(d) Hydrostatic pressure in x=direction
q(x, y) = qox
a
G (a, y) = % _ 1 1 - ( - I )11" 1 (72)
D a4 + k4 a
(e) Hydrostatic pressure in y-direction
q(x, y) = qQy 
b
G(a, y ) ~  %  1 1 -  ( ° l )n Z  (73)
D a4 + k4 a b
(f) No load but constant moments at x r  0, and x = a 
M i(y)= Mp M 2 (y)— M 2
a ( - l )nM? + a Mi
G , a - y )  < 7 4 >
*3
The constant load solution of Case 1 is the same as given by Timoshenko"'
Thus, for a constant load the particular solution is
00 CD
w(x, y )— 2 D G(a} y) sin ax 2q0 Z, 1 1 - ( - l )n sin ax .
a n~ ^  ar> n~ ^  a4  + k4 a
By using form ulae^ 27 and 4^46 in Table IA, we obtain
w (x> y) — qQ [ a -x  - (ScSc + Cs Cs) ] (75)
k^D a c 2 - c2
where
S -  sinh k (a~x) c -  cos k (a -x ) Is - sin ka etc.
nT 2 T z  sTz
and bars indicate evaluation of x =  0 . w(x, y) as given by Equation (75) 
is the solution to the problem of a simply supported beam supporting a 
constant load and resting on an elastic foundation. In examples a -* - f 
we can also sum the series by use of tables and obtain corresponding beam 
solutions.
4. Numerical solution
The cases where two opposite edges (x = 0 and x=  a) are simply 
supported, and both the other two edges (y = t b) are clamped free or 
simply supported, are treated numerically for constant load and for 
strip load.
The following constants are used: .
The particular solution G(a, y) can often be summed by using Table I.
'// U II H ' II
a = 60 x 2 =  35 x-^- 25 b -  30 h = 6
v= 0.15 E = 3 . 106 lb/In2 k 7=  100 lbs/in3
D ^ Eh3 (see Fig. 4)
1 2 ( l= v  2 )
The units of moments are 33. 33Q lb-in/in. The units of Q are 
lb/in2. The units of deflections are 6 . 034 . 10“^ Q0 lb/in2. 
Deflections and moments are symmetric about the two center lines; 
hence graphs are plotted only in one quadrant.
5. Related problems
The equation of a thin isotropic homogeneous plate on an elastic 
foundation subject to an impressed sinusoidal lateral load is
^ 4w = wxxxx + 2wxxyy + wyyyy = *  ^  ™tt
where p is the density of the plate. If at the time t=  0, q— qo(x, y),
and dq-  0 we can express the load q(x, y, t) and the steady state 
dt
deflection w(x, y, t) as
q(x, y, t) -  qQ(x, y) cos wt
w(x, y, t) — w (x, y) cos cot
where w is 2 TT times the frequency and wq(x, y) is the amplitude of the
deflection at (x, y). w(x, y) will satisfy the equation




Y 0 5 10 15 2 0 25 30 VO 5 10 15 20 25 30
F ig . 7 D e f l e c t io n  o n  P o s it iv e  D i a g o n a l , C o n s t a n t  L o a d  F i g . 11 D e f l e c t io n  o n  N e g a t iv e  D i a g o n a l , St r i p  L o a d
X = 3 0
F ig .  4 D e f l e c t i o n  a t  x  =  30, C o n s t a n t  L o a d
If-3 0
F ig .  8 D e f l e c t i o n  a t  y -  30, C o n s t a n t  L o a d
X 0 5 10 15 20 25 30
Y*0 .
F ig .  5 D e f l e c t i o n  a t  y =  0, C o n s t a n t  L o a d
X» 30
F ig . 9  D e f l e c t io n  a t  *  =  30, St r i p  L o a d
F i g . 10 D e f l e c t i o n  a t  y = 0, St r i p  L o a d
XO 5 10 15 20 25 30
Y-30 25 20 15 1 0 5 0
F ig . 6 D e f l e c t io n  o n  N e g a t iv e  D ia g o n a l  C o n s t a n t  L o a d
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YO S 10 1 5 20 25 3 0
F ig . 12 D e f l e c t io n  o n  P o s it iv e  D ia g o n a l , St r i p  L o a d
X* 30
F i g . 16 x - M o m e n t  a t  *  =  30, C o n s t a n t  L o a d
F ig .  13 D e f l e c t i o n  a t  y  =  30, S t r ip  L o a d
X*30
F i g . 17 ^ - M o m e n t  a t  *  =  30, St r i p  L o a d
F ig . 14 x - M o m e n t  o n  N e g a t iv e  D ia g o n a l , C o n s t a n t  L o a d F ig .  18 x -M o m e n t  a t  y =  0, S t r ip  L o a d
Y 30 25 20 15 10 5 0
Y* 0
F ig .  15 x -M o m e n t  a t  y  =  0, C o n s t a n t  L o a d F ig . 19 x - M o m e n t  o n  N e g a t iv e  D i a g o n a l , S t r i p  L o a d
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X« 30
F ig .  20 y -M  o m e n t  a t  j  =  30, C o n s t a n t  L o a d
Y*30
F ig .  21 ^ -M o m e n t  a t  y — 30, C o n s t a n t  L o a d
Y=0
F ig .  22 j - M o m s n t  a t  y  =  0, C o n s t a n t  L o a d
Y 30 25 20 15 10 S 0
F ig . 23 {/-M o m e n t  o n  N e g a t iv e  D ia g o n a l , C o n s t a n t  L o a d
F ig .  24 ^ -M o m e n t  a t  y  -  0, S t r ip  L o a d
Y 3 0  25 2 0  15 10 5 0
F ig . 25 ^ -M o m e n t  o n  N e g a t iv e  D ia g o n a l , St r i p  L o a d
Y-30
F ig .  26 (/ -M o m en t a t  y  =  30, S t r ip  L o a d
F ig .  27 k -M o m e n t  a t  x  =  30, S t r ip  L o a d
=  66 =
If the im pressed frequency is sm all enough compared to the foundation 
modulus (i. e. t t < \J k'/p) this equation is the same as Equation (27) with 
k^ replaced by k^ - pcu .^
E„ Differentiating Trigonometric Series
To differentiate a sine series of the form  
CD
f (x )_  2 JC , f s(n) sin nx 0<x<TT 
(summation from  1 toco unless otherwise specified), we use the cosine
transform  of f (x).
/ / ® / T  /
f (x) -  J. f (0 ) _ 2 L f (n) cos nx where f (n)= J f(£) cos n  ^d£, 
I f  ~ "TT n“l °  C °
(See Bromwitch. 2) Integrating by parts we obtain
f (x ),f fa )-  f(Q) o + ^  £ I nfs(n) + (~ l)n f ( t t )  - f{0) - j l Q cos nxQ] cos nx
IT  T T
where J^Lq is the jump of f(x ) at x = xQ„ Similarly, differentiating a cosine
series of the form
f(x )_  fc (0) + 2 £ fc (n) cos nx (77)
TT  TT
we obtain
f (x )= 2 L  [~n fc(n) - sin nxQ] sin nx .
TT
Higher derivatives can be obtained by repeated use of Equations (76), (77). 
It is assumed in the foregoing discussion that f(x) has sectionally 
continuous derivatives.,
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Uj USE OF DOUBLE SINE SERIES IN SOLVING 
PLATE  PROBLEMS
A. General Equations
In Part I, we solved the problem of a thin rectangular plate, which 
had specified moments and deflections on two opposite edges, by using 
a single sine series. In Part II, we will solve more general problems 
by using a double sine series. The problem is to find a solution of the 
e quation
V 4w =  wxxx.x 4 2wxxyy + wyyyy= f e l l
77 D (78)
subject to rather general boundary conditions on all four edges of the plate.
Let us assume that w(x, y) has continuous third derivatives and sectionally
continuous fourth derivatives in the region of the plate and is continuous
around the boundary. The region of the plate in Part II will be taken as
0 ^ x s  a and 0^ y b. Consider the function
,  ® co
w(x»y )=  4ka  ^ 2 E sin ax sin Py (79)
b m=l n=l
3where a — nTT p= rmr _ qa , D = modulus of rigidity, q= maximum 
a b D
load per unit area, |^amn  ^ is a set of coefficients to be determined.
A factor a has been introduced to make a dimensionless. A  dimension-mn
less constant k has been introduced so that a will be independent ofmn r
q/f). We will assume that we can interchange the order of summation in 
all expressions involving a double sum. A sufficient condition for this
- 6 8 -
assumption is that the series converge absolutely. If the coefficients 
obtained by using this assumption are calculated, and a test such as 
given by Bromwich (p 84-85) indicates that the series is absolutely 
convergent, then our assumption is justified. No study as yet has been 
made in this regard.
To calculate wx(x, y) we use the method indicated by Equation (76), 
and obtain
oo r
wv (x, y)__ w(a, y) - w (0 , y) + 2 E _ \ ( - l )n w(a, y)
“ ' “  1 T n=l La a
oo
- w (0 , y) + 2aka3 2  a-mn sin Py 1 cos ax • (80)
b n 4  J
This involves the boundary functions w(a, y) and w(0, y). It will be
convenient to make the following expansions:
w(a, y) -  2ka2 L b sin (3y (81)
m m
w(0, y) — 2ka2 L c ^  sin (3y (82)in
D
Wxx( y) = 2k S d sin Py (83)
b m .
w y y ( ° i  y) —  2k S e  sin Py (84)
b m
w(x, b) — 2ka X fn sin ax (85)
n
w(x, 0 )=  2ka E g sin ax ( 8 6 )
n n
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w v (x, b )=  2k Z h sin ax (87)y y —  ^
cL
w (x, 0 ) _  2k L i sin ax ( 8 8 )y y — -n na
00
(The symbol E is an abbreviation for 2 . ) m im- 1
To calculate w (x, y) we first express w (x, y) in the following form
X V  X
wx(x, y) — 4ka L j  bm -c^  + % [(~ l)n b - cm + aa amn] cos ax I sin (3y 
b m I 2 '  (89)
Applying Equation (76), we obtain
wxv = wx^x» " wx(x> ° ) + 2 £ f I- 1) " 1 wx(x» b ) " wx(x> ° ) + 2 ka  ^‘
y b m
[ V  - Cm + L ( ( - l )n bm - cm + aa amn) cos ax] j  cos £y . (90)
Applying Equation (76) to Equations (85) and ( 8 6 ), we obtain:
wx(x, b )-  w(a, b) - w (0 , b) + _2 E ( ( - l )n w(a, b ) - w (0 , b) + ka2a f l  
a a J
wx(x, 0 ) = w(a, 0 ) - w (0 , &) +  2 E (< - l )n w<a,Q) - w<0 , 0 ) + ka2a gn I
a J
so that Equation (90) becomes
w Xy  (x, y ) _  w(a, b) -w (0 , b) -w(a, 0 ) +w(0 , 0 )
ab
+ 2 E ( ( - l )n w(a, b) - ( - l )n w(a, 0 ) - w (0 , b) + w (0 , 0 )
n I






+ 2 £ ^( - 1)“ w(a, b) - ( - l )m w (0 , b) - w (a, 0 ) + w (0 , 0 ) 
^b m 1
+ pka2 bm - (3ka2 cm cos |3y
■70-
(93)
+ 4 L  (  (~l)m+n w(as b) - (~l)m w(0, b) - (=l)n w (a, 0) 
ab m’ n
+ w (0 , 0 ) + ( - l )m aka2fn - aka2 gn + pka2 ( - l )n bm
2 3 1- ka |3cm + apka amn 1 cos ax cos (3y .
Continuing in this way, we obtain
y  4  w(x, y )_  4 L ( 2a§(-l)m+n w(a, b) - 2a(3(-l)n w(a, 0)
ab m> n I
- 2ap (-l)m w (0 , b) + 2apw(0 , 0 ) + ka2bm (~l)n (a2  + 2 p2)
+ k.a2a crn(a 2 + 2(32) = ka (-l)n d + kae + ka2p ( - l )m fr,(2 a^ + p2) ah m m
- ka2p gn(2a2 + p2) = k|3(=l)mhn + kpin + (a2 + |32 ) 2 ka3 amnl  sin ax sin Py
> (94)
Suppose q(x, y) can be represented by a Fourier series
q(x, y )_4 k D  £ q sin ax sin Py . (95)
~Zb” n
If Equation (78) is valid for all values of x and y, we can equate coefficients 
and solve for a ^  We obtain
amnnr ,____ _1_______ fk  a -  2 ap ( - l )m+n w(a3 b)
ka3 (a 2 +p2 ) 2 |a
+ 2ap (-l)n w(a, 0 ) + 2ap (=l)m w (0 , b) - 2 aPw (0 , 0 )
- ka2bm(=l)n a (a2 -5- 2 p2) + ka2 acm (a 2 + 2 p2) + ka(~l)ndm
“kaem - P( = Dm ka2 fn ( 2a2 + p2) + ka2p gn ( 2a 2 + p2) + kp(~l)mhn -k p iA
' ( 9 6 )  ^
Let us make the following substitutions:
Bm = bm + _L _ [ ( - l )m w(a} b) - w(a, 0)] (97)
Cm = cm + _ i _  .[(- l)m w(0,b) - w (a ,0 )] (98)
kpa2
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Fn= fn + 1 t w (a> b) “ w (°* b)l
kaa^
Gn =  gn + 1 [(= l)n w (a, 0) - w (0, 0)] 
kaa^
Using these substitutions and Equation (96), Equation (79) becomes
w(x, y) — 4k V n  sm ax sin py
a^b • f c Z Z P f Z
+ 4k L I (~ l) n+1 a2a(q2-f2p2) Bi + a^a(a2 + 2p2) Cm
ab n I (q2 + (3 2 )2 ~ (q2 + p 2 ) 2  ”
+ (“1)nadm - aem - p ( - l )maz.(2 a2 + p2 ) Fn
(a2  + p^ ) 2  ( Z Z + f f i T  ~~~~ (a 2 + p2 ) 2
+ p a2(2a2 + §2) G„ + p (-l)mhn - (3in 1,
( a 2  + p 2 ) 2  " ( a 2 + p 2 )2  ( a f t p 2 ) 2  J
sin ax sin Py + 4 2 [w(a, b) ( - l )m+^° w(a, 0 )(-l)n - w(0, b )(- l) n
ab m' n ap ap ap
+ w(0, 0) ] sin ax sin Py . 
ap
It is convenient to label the three sums in Equation (101) Wj, w^, W3 
respectively, so that
w(x, y )=  + w 2 + W3
wi = £ Imn sin. ax sin Py
aT b m ,n 7 ~ T ^ T 3( a  •fp'2) 2
etc.
represents the deflection of a simply supported rectangular plate, 




(1 0 2 )
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w 2 = E i sinh |3x - (3a sinh. P(a-x) + p(a-x) cosh (3x I Bm sin Py
b m I sinh (3a 2 sinh2 pa 2 sinh pa J
+ 2ka2 E i sinh P (a-x) - Pa sinh Px + px cosh P(a-x) ) Cm sin Py 
b m L sinh pa 2 sinh^Pa 2 sinh Pa J
+ k S 1 a sinh P(a°x) - (a-x) cosh px T.dm sin Py + k E a sinh px 
b m I p sinh2 pa " p sinh pa J b m p sinh^Pa
- x cosh p(a-x) I em sin Py + 2ka g  I sinh ay - ab sinh a(b-y)
P sinh pa J I  sinh ab 2 sinh.2 ab
+ a(b-y) cosh ay 1 F sin ax + 2ka E sinh a(b=y)~ ab sinh ay
"j ui ....o • j 111 ’ ..... [ n  2  ^ ..... ■ ■ ■ "r ju >
2 sinh ab J sinh ab 2 sinh/ ab
+ ay cosh a(b°y) 1 sin ax + k E j b sinh a(b-y)
2 sinh ab J a n 1  a sinh'2 ab
“ (k-y) cosh ay 1  hn sin ax + k g  j  b sinh ay 
a sinh ab ' a 1 a s inh2 ab
- Y cosh g(b-y) I  in sin ax. (103)
a sinh ab J
can be summed to give
w 3 _ xy [ w(a, b) - w (a, 0 ) - w (0 , b) + w (0 , 0 )] 
ab
+ x [ w (a, 0 ) - w (0 , 0 )] + j  [ w (0 , b) - w (0, 0 )] 
a b
+ w (0, 0) . (104)
For a given load q(x, y) and for given parameters v, D, b/a and for given 
values of the zeroth and second derivatives at the boundaries, the deflection 
w(x, y) can be calculated numerically, using Equations (101) - (104),
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Boundary Conditions
If the zeroth and second derivatives are not known on the boundaries
we must solve for the coefficients bw . c™,, d . e , f . g . h-,. i fromm' m' m m n' Bn' n
given boundary conditions. The twelve standard boundary conditions are:
(1) Clamped at x -  a
The equations w(a, y) = 0 and w ^a, y )=  0 give rise to the equations 
bm = B ^  = w(a, b)= w(a, 0 )= 0 and
°  = S ( -  Cm + S ( - l ) n  [ .Qmn - ,
b I 2 a-*(a2 +p^)^ (a.2 +p2 ) 2
+ (-.l)na2dm -  a2 erri - ap (-ip (2 a2  + p2)Fn + ap(2a2+p2) Gn 
a^ (ar+P2)2 (a2 + p2 )2 ----- “  " p T p Z p  “
+ ag(°l)mhn ~ aPin ]1 sin (3y + 2_ [ -w(0, b) + w(0, 0)] 
a2 (a2 (hp2 ) 2  a2(a2+p2)2 J a’D
2 ( - l )m sin |3y - 2 w (0, 0) S 1. - (~ l )m sin Py . (105)
P ab p
Since this must hold for all values of y, the coefficient of sin Py must be
zero. Summing, where possible by using Table I, we obtain
0 -  PaQn (S + PaC) + dm(SC - pa) - em (S - PaC)
4S^ 4paS2 4paS2
+ P (°l)m S a ( - l )n +1 Fn(2a 2 + p2) - p g  a(-l)n+l Gn ( 2a 2 + p2)
(a2 + p2 ) 2  (a 2 +p 2 ) ^
-  P (-l)m S a (- l )n+1hn + p s  air ( - ip + l
l2 (a2 + "p2 ) 2  a 2 (a.2 -f- p2 ) 2
+ E ( - l )na qmn + 1 [ w (0 , b) ( - l )m - w (0 , 0 )] (1 0 6 )
a3 (g 2 + p2 ) 2  2ka2p
where S = sinh pa C -  cosh pa .
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(2) Clamped at x 0
In this case c -  C — w(0, b) =  w(0, 0)=- 0 and 
m m
0 — Bm|3a (S + (3aC) + dm(S - (3aC) - (SC - Pa) 
4S-2" ~4PaS2 4paS2
■ P (-l)m S aFn(2a2 4 P2) + p S a Gn(2a2 + p2) + p (-l )m S ahn
“ (6.2 + p2 ) 2  n (a 2 + p2 ) 2  n (a2 +p2 ) 2
■P § ain + 1  J a%Ln
a2 ;(a2+p^) aT (a2+p2)2
■ 1 [ (-D m w (a,b ) - w (a, 0)3. (107) 
2pka2
(3) Clamped at y= b
In this case £ = F = w(a, b) -  w(0. b) -  0 and n n
0 -  -ab(S-abC) + b(SC - ab)hn - b(S-abC) in 
4S2 4aa2S2 4aa2s2
+ a (- l )n L p (-l )m + 1  (a2 +2p2) B - a L p (-l )m + 1  (a2 + 2p2) C
m (a2 +p2 ) 2  m (a^+p2 ) 2
a (- l )n S pdTW( - l )m + 1  + a Z Pem (-l) m + 1
" a 2 m ~(a2 +p2 ) 2  a2 m (q2 +P2 ) 2
+ L P (-l)mqtnn + 1 [M ) n w(a, 0 ) - w (0 , 0 )] (108)
cwci ■ mmi wrimi. —^SiTinc^JgSJ-D non
a3(a2+p2)^ 2aka2m
where S =  sinh ab C -  cosh ab
(4) Clamped at y = 0
In this case gn -  Gp= 0 and w(a, 0)= w(0, 0)= 0 and
0 -  ab (S-abC )Fr> + b(S-abC)hn - b(SC - ab) in 
4S2 4a2 aS2 4a 2 a S2
a (- l )n £ P(a2 +2p2 )BTyi + a 2 P(a2 + 2p2) Cm + a (- l )n S pdm
(a2 +p2 ) 2  ( a 2 + p2 ) 2  (a2 +p2 ) 2
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" “ S Pem +1 2 N m n  - 1 [ ( - l )n w(a, b) - w (0 , b )] (109)
a2 ( a . 2 + p 2 ) 2  ” ^ 3  ( a , 2 + p 2 ) 2  2kaa2
(5) Supported at x. -  a
From the equations Mx (a, y) =  (a, y) + v w y y  (a, y)3 —  0 and
w (a,y ) =  0, we obtain bm =  Bm =  dm=-w(a, b) ^ w(a, 0) =  0 (110)
We obtain cm= Cm — em =  w(0, b )=  w(0, 0) = 0 (111)
(7) Supported at y =  b
We obtain fn =  Fn =  hn=  w(a, b) — w(0, b) =  0 (112)
(8 ) Supported at y -  0
We obtain gn =  Gn — in — w(a, 0) — w(0, 0 )— 0 (113)
(9) Free at x •= a
If the edge x =  a is free, then
Mx(a, y) = -D  [ wxx(a, y) + vWyy(a, y)] = 0 (114)
v x(a, y )=  -D  [ wxx(a, y) + (2-v) wxyy(a, y )]=  0 (115)
Differentiating Equation 81 and using Equation 97, we obtain
wyy(a, y )=  - 2ka2 h  p2 Bm sin Py 
b
Equation (114) becomes
dm =va2fS2 Bm (116)
Using Equations (101) and (116) in Equation (115), we obtain
0 -  -dmpa(l-v ) [pa (l-v ) + SC <3+v)] + P3 a3cm [(3 -v ) S + (l-v)PaC]
4 y  s c 4S 2
-Pae-m [(l+ v ) S + (l-v )PaC ] + (3a2( = l )m E (= l)n a 3 (P 2 + va 2) F_ 
4 S 2  n  ( a 2 + p 2 ) 2  ' n
-a 2 p E a3 ( - l )n(p 2+va2) G„ - p (- l)m E ahn(- l )n [a 2 + ( 2-v )p 2]
n — ( I 2Tp2j T """ n ( i 2+p2jT
+ p E a in( - l )n [a 2 + ( 2-v )p 2] - 1 E a (- l )n q m n [a 2 + ( 2~v)p2]
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n (a 2+p2)^ a n (QZ+p2)Z (U7)
(10) F ree  at x =  0
A  sim ilar argument to that given in (9) gives
e — v(32a2C m r m 
0 - - B m p3a3 [ (3 -v ) S + (1-v) paC] (118) 
4S2 ' 
+ emp a (l-v ) [(3+v) SC + (l-v )P a ] + dmPa [(l+ v ) S + (1-v) (3aC]
4vS^ 4S2
+ P(=l)m a2 E q 3F n(p2 + va2) - pa2 E a 3 Gn (P2 + v a 2)
( a 2  +  p 2 ) 2  n  ( a 2 + p 2 )  2
P (- l)m E ahn [a 2 + ( 2~v)p2] + p E a in [a 2 + ( 2=v)p2] 
n (a 2+P2) 2 n (a2+p 2) 2
I S a q m n  [a 2 + p 2 ( 2~v)] (119)
a n {a
(11) F ree  at y  — b 
We obtain
hn=  v a 2a2 F n (120 )
0 — (= l)na2a E ( - l )m+1p3 (a 2+vp2) Bm - a2a E ( - l )m+1p3 (a 2+vp2) C ^  
m (a2+p2) 2 m “ (a^+P^ )2 ..
-a (= l)n E ( - l )m+1p [p 2 + ( 2°v )a2] + aE ( - l )m+3g[P 2 + ( 2-v )a 2j em 
m (a^+p2) 2 (a 2+p2)'
- a2ba3Gn [(3 -v ) S + (1-v)abCj + abin [(l+ v ) S + (1-v) ab<5 
4S2 4S2
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+ab (l°v )hn [(3+v) SC + (l-v )ab ] -  _1 E  Pqmn ( “ l )m+1[P 2+(2~v)a2]
4vS2 a (a 2+PZ)^ (121)
(12) F ree  at y ~  0 
We obtain
in = va 2a 2Gn (122)
0 — ( - l )n a2a 2 p3 (a2+vp2) B m - a2a E  p3(a 2+vp2) c  
(a 2+p2)2 (a 2+(32 )2 '
“ ( “ ! )n Q S Pdm [P 2 + ( 2 » v )a2] + a E  Pem [p 2 + (2~v)a2]
( a 2 + p 2 ) 2  ( a 2 + p 2 ) 2
a 3ba2F n [ (3_v ) S + (l-v)abC] + abhn T(l+v) S + (l-v )a
4S2 ~4S^
bC]
+ in ab (l-v )f ( 3 +v ) SC + (l-v )ab ] -  I  E  Pqmn [P 2 + (2-v)a2J (123) 
4vS2 a Tq2+P2)^
For each of these twelve boundary conditions, we have two sets of 
equations. Since there are four edges, there w ill be four boundary 
conditions, or eight sets of equations. An attempt w ill be made to solve 
fo r these eight sets of unknown coefficients.
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C. Concentrated Load
We fir s t  consider a rectangular load (i. e . , a load which is constant 
over a rectangle) over the region aj < x < a2 , b^< y < b 2  • From  
Equation (95), we obtain
qmn 1 (cos aaj - cos aa2 ) (cos (3b^  - cos pb2 )
This reduces to a constant load if a j= b ^ =  0 and a2 = a, b^= b. F rom
Equations (101) and (102), w^ becomes
W1 -  4p 2 sin ax sin Py (cos aal - cos tia2 ) (cos pbj - cos (3b2 )
'  a^bD n ap(a^+p2)2 (a2 - ax) (b2 - b^ (124)
where p is the total load. If p, a\, a2, x, y are constant, we find the
expression fo r the deflection of a simply supported plate under a concentrated
load at (a^ b^) to be the lim it of Wj in Equation (123) as a2 b2-^~b-j
This can be summed over m or n by use of Table I. The result agrees with
4p 2
rZvTn m» n
sin aaj sin (3b^  sin ax sin Py
(a^ + p2)2
(125)
34 /the solution given by Timoshenko (p 156) which was obtained by matching
boundary conditions along the line x = a^  .
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D. Solution to P late Problem s Which Have E very  Edge 
Either Clamped, Supported, or F ree
There are eighty-one problems which have every  edge either 





#  10-^17 
C
F
# 4 0 ^ 4 3
F




Many of these problems have the same solution except fo r a trans­
form ation of coordinates (e. g . , #20,^21, "fr 22,4^ 23) .
Problem s #1 ->-17 have been solved by D evera ll and Thorne.
34
10
Problem#18 has been solved by Timoshenko. Prob lem s 4t36 ^£43
17 32have been solved by Huang, Conway and Stiles. Approximate methods
have been used in many cases (such as the R itz Method). 
P rob lem s#  1 1 7 :
15, 34
If the two x edges are supported, we find that bm = c m = em — 0
The constants fn,gni, hn, in can be found by solving four simultaneous
10
equations. The solutions have been given by D evera ll and Thorne. 
P rob lem  #  18: C
Equations (106)^~ (109) give
0 = dm (S-(3aC) - e ^ S C -P a ) + P (- l)m 2
4paS2 4paS2
- P L  ain 
H Z  ( a ^ + p 2 ) 2
0 -  -d^tSC -Pa) + em (S-paC) + p (-l)™  2 a (-l)n+ l hn - p 2 a (: l )n+1in
4paS2 4paS^ a2 (a 2+p2)2 a2 (a.2+p2)2
( a 2 + p 2 ) 2
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° -  hr,(S-abC)b «  inb(SC - ab) + a (- Ip  2  pdm - a 2  p e^
4aa2S2 4aa2S2 a 2 (a 2+p2) 2 a? (a2+p2)2
+ 1 2  pq^n
■ p  i^ i+pJ )2
0 -  -hn(SC-ab) + i„b  (S-abC) + a (- l )n 2 P (4 )m ^  d^  - a 2  Pem ( - l )m+1 
4aa2S2 4aa2S2 a2 ^a2+p2)Z a 2 (a^+p2)2
+ 1 2 P (- l )m+1 qmn (126)
aMC^S) nr in i ■■[-■I ■ I ■■■ I i . y  ■ i n« n A  A
a3 (a 2+p2 )^
Symnetry (a)
If q(x, y) = q (a -xs y), then em — dm, hn— qmn — in -  0 fo r even n, and 
Equation (126) becomes
0= ~dm (S+Pa)(C-l) + P (- l)m 2 ahn - J3_ 2 ain + 1 2 aqmn
4paS2 a2 odd (a 2+p£)2 a 2 °dd (Q2-)-p2)2 (a.2+p2)2
0 -  hnb_ (S-abO) - inb (SC-ab) + a (- l )n 2  pdm - a 2 pdm 
4aa2S2 4aa2§2 a2 (a^+p2)2 ~^2 (a2+p2) 2
+ 1 S Pqfnn
a T  (a 2+p2)2
0 = °hnb (SO ab) + inb (S-abC) + a (- l )n 2 p (- l ) ^ +1 d^
4aa2S2 4aa2S2 a2 (a2+p2)2
- a 2  pdm ( - l )m +1 + 1 2  pqTT1T, ( - i )m +1
T a S p 2)2"  “P  " '(S f tp 2)2 ’
(127)
Symmetry (b)
If q(x, y ) =  q(y, x) ( i . e . ,  a square plate sym m etric about a diagonal), then 
en=  in, dn=  hn and Equation (126) becomes
+ 1 £  qqm n(-l)n+1 
a? (a.2+[3^)2 (128)
Symmetry (c )
If q(xs y) — q(y, x) — q(a-xs y), then em — dm =  hm= im and Equation (126) 
becomes
0 = ~dm (s+Pa) (c ~l). “_ 2P odrf ad.n ,  +- L  £ a9mP- 
4(3 aS^ (a ^ +(3 2)^ a? (a>+|32)2
(129)
F o r a constant load this is
dm _  2 S=mlT = 8m 2 E nd.
m 3 if3 S+mTT TT (S+mir)(C-l) odd (m^+n^p 
which checks with the solution given by Timoshenko. 34 
P rob lem ^  19: F
m 1, 3, 5, . . .  (130)
Equations (110)-*” (123) give
Gn_  i_____ Cm -  em F n - -;r\. ^ n :
vp 2a 2 v p2a 2 va 2a^ va^a'
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0 _  -padm (l“V )[(3+v)SC+(l-v )Pa] + (1-v) [(3+v) S + (l-v)(3aC]
4vS2 4vS^
+P3 ( - l )m ( l - v )2E ahp (° l )n - p 3 (i.v )2 £  ai (- !)n  - J. E ( - l P a ^
v (a^+p2)2 v (a 2+p2)2 a (a.2+p2)2
• [a 2 + (32 ( 2-v.)]
0 -  (~ l)n a3 (l - v ) 2 E Pdm - a3 ( l - v )2E Pern -jabhjn [(3+v)S+(l-v)abC]
v (a 2+p2)2 y (a 2+(32) 2 4vS2
+ ina b (l-v ) [ (3+v)SC+(l°v)ab] - 1 E pgmn [P 2 + ( 2-v )a 2]
4vS2  a (a2+p2)2
0 = ( - I )na3 (l-v )2  £ pdm (-l)™ + l - a3 (l - v ) 2 E Pe ( - l )m+1 
v (a 2+p2)^ v (a *+p2)2
" ab in (l- v ) [(3+v)S + (1-v) abc] + hnab (1-v ) [(3+v) SC + (l-v )ab ]
4vS2 4vS2
“ 1 £  Pq^nn [ P2 + a2 (2 -v )](- l)™ + l (131)
I  ( r f f p ) 2
Symmetry (a)
H q(x, y) =  q(y, x) then
em =  im = v l32a2c m= v fs* h2‘G in  
!>m= vpzaZBm =
0 =  -Padjn (1 -v)[(3+v) S+ (l-v ) paC] + Paem (l-v )[(3+v)S  + (l-v )Pa ]
4vS2 4v S2
+ P3 ( - l )m ( l - v )Zg adn - P3 ( l - v ) 2 E ae - 1  E . f a .
v (a 2+p2) 2 v (^ + p 2p "  a (a 2+p^ )2
[a 2 + P*2 (2 -v )]
0 = ° PadTp ( l ° v ) [(3+v)SC+(l-v)Pa] + paem (l-v ) [(3+v)S + (l-v )paC ]
4vS2 4vS2
+ p3 ( - l )m ( l - v ) 2 E adn (-l)n - p3 ( l ° v ) 2 E aen( - ! P  - 1 E ( - l )na
v (a 2+p2)^ v (a 2+p2)2 a (a.2+p2)2
[a 2+p2( 2 -v )] (132)
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Symm etry (b)
If q(x, y) = q( a-x, y), then
Bna~ Cm~ d™  ■, -  ^XCL-. F n= h i —  Gn = ia _ _ ,  in= hn = 0 *  
vp^a '2 vp^a^ va^a^ va.2a 2
n is even
0 =  Padrr (1-V)(C-1) [(3 +v )S -(l-v )p a ]+p 3 ( - l )m (l-v )2  £  ahn
4vs2 v (uZ+p2)2
“ P3 (1-v ) 2 S ai-n " 2  S aqmn [a 2+p2(2-v)] 
v odd (a?+p2)2 a odd (a 2+p2)2
0- -padm (l-v )[(34v )S C + (l-v )pa ] + paem (l-v )[(3+v)S+(l~v)paC ]
4vS^ 4vS*
+ p3(_i)m (i.y )2  £  adn (-l)n - P3 ( l - v ) 2 E aen( - l )n - 1 £  ( - l ^ a g ^  
v (aZ+pZyZ v (a2+p2)2 a (a 2+p2)2
. . [ a2 + p2 (2 -v )] (133)
Symmetry (c)
If q(x, y) =  q(a-x, y) = q(x, b-y ), then
Bm ~ c m ~~dm -  .f na., F n = G n -,h r. -  |n ^n- =  dn ~  en-  0
v p2a2 v.p2a2 vri^a^ va^ a 2
if n is even
0 = Padrn(l~v ) (C - l) [(3+v) S - (l-v )p a] - 2p3 ( l - v ) 2 £  ah„
4v S2 v odd(a2+p2)2
“ 1 2  a q ™  [a 2+p2 ( 2- v )]
I  odd (^ S p Z )2
0 ~ -2a3 ( l - v ) 2 £  J C .  ,  + ab (l-v )hn (C -l) [(3+v )S -(l-v )ab ] 
v odd( t ^ p ) 2 4v s 2
“i  2  [p 2+a2 (2=v)] (134)
a °  (a"2+i
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Symmetry (d)
If q(x, y) -  q(y, x) = q(a-x, y) = q(x, b-y ), then
B n a  "  C m “  F m =  =  2 x a ^ - h s L . , =  1X )\
vp2a 2 v-{j2a 2
0 = Padrn (1-v) (C -l)[(3+v)S -(l-v )(3a ] - 2(33 ( l - v ) 2 E adn
4vS- v odd (a 2+|32)2
“2  S a^ W  [a 2 + P2 ( 2- v )] 
a odd (a 2^ 2)2
A ll coeffic ients are zero  when m is even. F o r the special case of a 
constant load we obtain
dm = 8 m 2(l-v )_  S2 L  nd„
(C - l) [(3+v) S - (l-v ) m ir] odd (m 2+n2)2TT
+ 2v 1 (3 -v ) S- (1—v ) m fT m = 1, 3, 5, . . .
1—v (3+v) S- (1-v) m ir
F o r the special case of a point load, we obtain
^rn ~ 8 m 2 ( l-v )S 2 £  nd^
(C - l) [(3+v) S-(l-v)m Tr] oc^ d (n^+m2)2
m -1
*  (~1) 2 [ 4 cosh m F + (1-v) m it sinh m ir]




dm = d m .2 * .
kD
The deflection is given by w(x, y) -  w j+w 2 + W3 , where w  ^ and w^ 





+ 2ka £  J sinh p (a -x ) - (1-v ) sinh px + (l-v )x  cosh P (a-x ) (_ e sin Py 
bv | p2a sinh Pa 2p sinh2 Pa 2~a£ sirihab J m
4 2k £  \ sinh ay + ( l-v )b  sinh ay cosh ab - (1-v )y  cosh ay [ sin ax 
va (_a 2 sinh ab 2a sinh2 Ab 2a sinh ab J
+ 2k D j sinh a (b -y )- b (l-v ) sinh ay + (l- v )y  cosh a (b -y ) 
v a ] a^ sinh ab 2a sinh2 ab 2a sinh ab
If q(x, y ) ■= q(a-x, y) = q(y, x), this reduces to
Wg(x, y )— 4k Z dm sin Py [ sinh Px + sinh P(a -x) 
bv m p2 sinh pa sinh Pa
+ (l—v), /-Pa sinh P (a-x) + P (a °x ) cosh Px - pa sinh Px \ ] 




a. Corner deflections and loads 
Equation (104) is
W3 (x, y )= xy [w (a , b) - w(a, 0 ) - w (0, b) + w (0, 0 )] + x [w (a, 0 ) - w (0, 0 )] 
ab a
+ [w  (0, b) - w (0j 0 )] + w (0, 0 ) 
b
This represents the deflection of a free  plate subjected to concentrated
corner fo rces . The moments and reactions are zero  throughout the
plate. The corner fo rces  are
P - t  Mx y -  + 2D (1-v) wxy
= + 2D(1-V) [w (a, b) - w(a, 0) - w(0, b) + w(0, 0)] (140)
ab
where the plus sign is taken at the corners (a, b) and (0, 0 ) and the minus
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sign is taken at the corners (a, 0) and (0, b). If P  = 0, the deflection
surface is a plane
W3 =  x [w (a, 0 ) - w (0, 0 )] + [w (0, b) - w (0, 0 )] + w (0, 0 ) . 
a b
L et a load P  be applied at (a, b) and (0, 0) and a load P  be applied in the
opposite d irection at (0, b) and (a, 0). If 6 is the deflection at (a, b), the
deflection surface with corner loads becomes
w 3 =  w^ + 46 (x - a) (y - b) . (141)
ab 2 2
This surface is a hyperbolic paraboloid (i. e, a saddle-shaped hyper­
boloid) with a center at the center of the plate.
! Fig.* 29
In the problem  of a free  plate under a distributed load, we notice from  
Equations (102):and (138) that w^ and w^ do not involve the corner deflec = 
tions. Four corner deflections may be specified a rb itrarily . These 
deflections w ill determine the corner loads.
For the fo rces  to be in equilibrium, the corner loads P (a, b), P (a, 0), 
P(0, b), P(0, 0) must satisfy
P(a, b) + P (a , 0) + P  (0, b) + P(0, 0) = Jb /a q(x, y )d x d y  . (142)
o o
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F or the torques to be in equilibrium, we must have
b [P (a , b) + P (0, b )] =  /b J*a y q(x, y) dx dy (143)
°  o
a [P (a , b) + P(a, 0 ) ] = /b /a x q(x, y) dx dy . (144)
o  o
If Equations (142), (143), and (144) are independent, only one of the corner
loads can be specified a rb itrarily . The corner load at (a, b) is
P(a, b )=  P j(a , b) + P 2(a, b) + 2 D (l-v )[w (a, b) - w(a, 0) - w(0, b) + w(0, 0)]
ab (145)
where P^(a, b) is the load due to w  ^ and P 2(a, b) is the load due to w 2. Since
P jja , b) and P 2 (a, b) do not depend upon the corner deflection, Equation (145)
gives a relation between the corner load and the corner deflections.
If a corner load is specified arb itrarily , then Equation (145) indicates that
three rather than four corner deflections may be specified arb itrarily .
b. Special Example
We could solve the problem  of a free , square plate subjected to a 
uniform ly distributed transverse load q by use of Equation (139). We 
could also find the solution to the problem  of a free , square plate subjected 
to a concentrated fo rce acting upward at the center of the plate of 
magnitude qa2. If we specify that the corner deflections of the above two 
problems are zero, the fir s t  case w ill then have a fo rce at each corner 
of magnitude qa^/4 acting upwards; the second case w ill then have a 
force at each corner of magnitude qa2/4 acting in the opposite direction.
If we superimpose these two problems, we w ill have the problem  of a
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fre e  plate which has no corner loads, which supports a uniform load q, 
and which is acted upon by a concentrated force at the center equal 
to -qa^.
The zeroth, f ir s t  and second derivatives of w(x, y ) can be obtained
from  Equation (19), fo r  0 c x a, 0< y < b except at the center of the
plate. A t a point in the neighborhood of the concentrated force, the
second derivatives w ill be of the order log r where r is  the distance
from  the fo rce  to the point. The third derivatives in the neighborhood
of the concentrated fo rce  w ill be of the order 1 . Since 1 does
Y x -a / 2
not have a Fou rier expansion in the in terval 0 <  x c  a, we would not 
expect to easily  find an expression fo r the third derivatives of w(x, y) 
along either of the two center lines.
We could calculate the deflection at the center of the plate from  
Equation (79). If we subtract this deflection from  the above solution, 
we obtain the solution to the problem  of a plate whose center is not 
deflected. This is all based on the assumption that the sums converge.
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Problem  20:
In this case b -  c = d = f  — s ^ =  0 m m m m °m
0 = ema (S-paC )+p(-l)m2: a ( . l f +1hn - p E a (- l )n+1in + 1 E a( - l )n+1qTT1 
4PS^ (a 2+p^)2 (a^+p^)^ a ' (a^+p2 )T
0 = hnb (S-abC) - inh (SC-ab) - a E Pem +2 ^  P^mn 
4aS2 4aS2 (a2+p2)2 a (a 2+p2)2
XL
0 = inb (S-abC) - hnb (SC-ab) - a £ p em (- l)^ + l + i £  P (- l)m+1qmn 
4a§2 4aS2 (a 2+p2)2 ' a (a 2+p2)C
(146)
Case (a) If q(x, y) =  q(x, b -y ) then em =  0 if m is even and in=  hn
0 =  em a (S-Pac) - 2p E a (-l)n+1hn + 1 E aq^n  
4ps2 ( a2+p2)C a (p.?+p2)2
0 =_hjib (S + ab) (1-C) - a E Pe™ + 1  E Pg ?
4aS2 ° dd (a2+p2)2 a odd (a 2+p2)^ (147)
P ro b le m #  24:
bm =  fm “  Sm ~  0 Cm — em/v p2a 2
0 -  em ap (l-v )[3+v ) SC+(l-v)pa] + dm ap [(l+v ) S+ (l-v )paC]
~ 4vs2 4S2
-p (- l )m E ahn (a2+(2-v)p2) + p E ain (a2+(2-v)p2) 
(^ rfpZ )2 (a 2+p2)2
- I E  aqmn ( a 2 + p2( 2 -v )) 
a (a2 +P‘2)2
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0 =  [ (1+v) S + (1-v) PaC] - dm a (SC-pa) t  P (-l)m E a (- l )n^ h r,
4vpS2 4(3S ^  ( a ? p 2)2
-P £  a (4 )n\  + 1 E aqm n(°l)n+1
(a 2+p2)2 a (a^+p2)2
0 -  hnb (S-abC) - inb (SC-ab) + a E [a 2 + (2 -v ) p2]
4aS^ 4aS2 v P(a2+P2) 2
+ * ( - l )n E pd +_1 E P w
/a.24-B2l2 a f a 2+6 2( 23-p )i£  (q P )
0 =  inb(S-abC) .. hnb (SC-ab) + 2 E em ( - l ) m+1 [a 2+(2-v ) p2] 
4aS2 v p ^ W
+ a(-l)n E PdTTI.(-l)m+1 +2 E P(-l)n4'1 qmn
(a2+p2)2 a (Q2+p2)2 (148)
Case (a) q(x, y )=  q(x, b-y ) dm  = em =  Cm=  0, hn ^  in i f  m is even
0 =  erna P (l-v ) [(3+v) SC + (l-v )P a ] + dtaap [ ( 1+v) S + (1-v) paC] 
4vS2 4S2
+ 2p E ahn (a2+(2-v)p2) -  I E aqmn [a2 + P2 (2~v)]
(a^+P2) 2 a (a^+p^ )2
0 -  em a [(1+v) S + (l-v )paC] - d ^ a  (SC-Pa) -2p E a C -Ij^ h n  
4vpS2 4pS^ (a2+p2)2
+ 1 £  aqi r „ ( - l )P+1
a (a 2+p2)2 
0=  hnb (S+ab) (1-C) + a E e ^  [a 2 + ( 2-v ) p2] 
4aS2 v oc^  p(a2+p2)2
+ a , ' 1 ) n  2 *  + i  odd £ s $ z )2
P ro b lem #  28: F
S F
F
0 -  ( - l ) n a 3 (1-v ) 2 £ pd^ - abhn (1-v) [(3+v) S+ (l-v )abC ] 
v (a2+p2) 2 4vj§ 2
+ i^q.bCl-v) [(3+v) SC + (1-v ) ab] -_1 £  Pq^r, (P 2 + ( 2-v ) a2) 
4vS2 a (a '+ p 2)2
0 = ( - l )na3 (1- v )2 £  p d ^ - l )™ *1 - abin (1-V.) [(3+v) S + (l-v )abC ] 
v '(a 2 + p^)^ 4vg 2
+ hnab (l-v ) [(3+v) SC + (1-v) ab] - 1 £  Pgrnr. (P 2 + a2 (2 -v ))(,l)m+l 
4vS2 a (a2t+p2) 2 (IE
Case (a) If q(x, y) =  q(x, b -y ) then hn=  in, w(a, b) =  w(a, 0), dm— 0
° =  ( - l )na3 ( l - v ) 2 _£^ pdm _ „ - abhn (1-v) (1-C) [(3+v) S - (1-v) ab]
i f  m is even
(151)
Since w(0, b)= w(0, 0 )-  Q, we see that there are only two arb itrary 
corner deflections. For the moments to be in equilibrium, we must 
have
a [P (a , b) + P(0, 0)] -  f b f a x q(x, y ) dx dy (152)
o o
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Hence, one ratlher than two corner loads may be specified arb itrarily .
We may, therefore, specify two corner deflections or one corner d e flec­
tion and one corner load. In the sym m etric case, we may specify either 
the deflection at a corner or the load at a corner.
P ro b le m #  32: The Cantilever Plate 
F
cm - Cm ~ 0 ,  d™/v P2a-2 > G =  i  /va2a 2 , F  -  h /va2a2m m m m' n n n n'
0 = dm a . [(1+v) S+ (l-v ) apC] - e m a (SC-pa)-J. [ ( - l ) mw(a, b )-w (a, 0)] 
iv p s2” 4PS2 , 2pk
- P f- l)m  L  hn [p 2 + (2-v)a2 ] + p £  j  [P 2+(2-v)a2]
v a (a 2+p2)2 v a(a2+p2)2
+ 1 2  t t q - , - ,
a ( ^ f ) 2  
0 -  dmpa(l-v)[(3-tv-)sc+(l-v)pa] -  emap [(l+v)S+(l-v)paC]
4 vS2 I P "
+ p3 ( - l )m ( l - y ) 2 E ahn(- l )n - p3 ( l - v ) 2 L  a in( ° l )n
v (a 2+p2)2 v (a 2+p2)^
-_1 E ( - l )na< 
a (Q2+p2)-
■94-
0 -  ( - l )na 3 (l-v  ) 2 E Pdm + aE Pem (P 2+(2-v )a 2) - abhn(l-v )
v (a 2+p2)2 £Z+pZ )2 4 v S 2
• [ ( 3+v)S+(l-v)abC] + inab (l-v ) [(3+v)SC +(l-v )ab ]- 1 E p q ^  (p2+a2(2-v ))
4vS2 a Ta2+p2)2
0 -  ( - l )na3 ( l - v )2 E Pdxn(-l)m+1 + a 2  pe ( - i p i +1 (p 2+(2„v)a2) 
v (a^+p2)2 (a.2+p2) 2
- abin (1-v) [(3+v) S+(l-v)abC ] + hnab(l-fr) f3+v)SC+(l-vlabl 
4vS2 4vS2
" i  2  Pqmn (P2 + ( 2-v ) a.2) (- l)m + l (153)
a (a 2+pT)2
Case (a) Symm etric about y - h / Z
q(x, y) -  q(x, b -y), hn n in , dm = Bm -  0 , em -  0 i f  m is even
0 "  dm [ ( 1+v) S+(l-v)apC ] - _ e «  CSC-Pa) + 1 [w (a ,b ) + w(a, 0)]
4v (3aS^ 4PaS2 2pka2
+ 2P £ [P 2+ (2-v )a2] + 1  2  aqmn m -  1, 3, 5, . . .
a7v a (a 2+p2)2 ^3 (a 2+p2)2
0= dmpa (l-v ) [(3+v) SC + (l-v )pa] - em ap [(l+ v )S + (l-v ) paC]
4vS2 ~ 4S2
- 2p3 (l-v )2  E a h „ (- l)n -J. E ( 4 ) naqmn [a 2 + p2 ( 2-v )] m = 1, 3, 5, . . .
v (a 2+p2 )^ a (a 2+p2)2 ^
0 -  (= l)na 3 ( l - v ) 2 2  Pdm + a E P e^  [p 2 + ( 2-v )a 2] 
v ' °dd r f p )2 odd (^ T p Z )2
- abhn (1-v ) (1-C) [(3+v) S -(l-v )ab ] -J. E pg^n  [p 2+a2 ( 2-v )]
4vS2 a °d d (a?+p2)2
(154)
As in P rob lem ^  28, the corner deflections at (a, b) and (a, 0) are 
arb itrary. If we do not specify these deflections, we can arb itrarily
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specify the corner loads at fa, b) and (a, 0). This problem  is  different 
from  all previous ones in that two corner loads rather than one can be 
specified arbitrarily. This is due to the fact that the coefficients 
depend upon the corner deflections, as can be seen from  the equations.
If there are no corner loads and the load is  sym m etric about 
y =■ b/2, we must use the equation w X y ( a ,  b)=  0 in addition to Equations (154).
We consider w(a, b) as unknown. Thus, i f  we neglect coefficients 
fo r m, n >  11, we w ill have 19 equations with 19 unknowns. The unknowns 
are w (a, b), dm, em, h^. (m -  1, 3, 5, 7, 9,11 and n 1, 2, . . . , 11)
P ro b le m #  36:
S
C S
b = c —d —f - g - h - 0
+ 1 £  a
(155)
Case (a) q (x , y) =. q(y, x) and a square plate em-  im
+J. £ a 
a (a
(156)
Case (b) F o r constant load
e-m- 1 - ( - l )m (S - im r)(C -i) - 4S2 £  nen 
TT3m3 " S C -m ir (SC-mTT) “ "(r.2-hm2)^
(15 7 )
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P ro b le m ^  40:
Cm =  §m = °. Bm ~ dm A P 2a2> Fn= h n / v .a 2 a 2
0 = d m a [(1+v) S+ (l-v ) paC] - em a (SC-pa) - (- l)m w(ab)
4v|s 2 4 pS* 2pk
- P (- l)m S [p2+ (2 -v)a2] +  P L  in [P 2+(2-v)q2]
p o ( a 2 + p Z y Z v a( a^+p2)2
+J. X a. 
a (a7^p2 ) 2
0 -  h^b [(l+ v )S + (l-v ) paC] - inb (SC-ab) - (- Ip w U b ) 
4vaS2 4aS2 2ak
- a (- l )n L  dm[a 2+ (2-v )p 2] + a£e
p(a2+p2)2 v p(a2+p2 ) 2
[g2+(2-v)p2]-4: 1 Z) P q-rn n .
a (a 2+p2 )'
0 = -d^pa'Cl-v^ [(3  +v) SC+(l-v)pa] - e™pa [(1+v) S + (1-v) paC]
4S2
mr .
4 v S  2
m
+P3 (_7 l ) ( l - v ) 2 S ah-n(**l)n + P £  a in (- l)n [a 2+ (2~v)p2] 
v (a 2+p2)2 (a 2+p2)2
- 1 £  aqmn (a 2+P2(2 - v ) ) ( - l )n 
a (a 2+p2)^
0-= (- lp a 3  ( l - v )2 S Pdrn( - l )m +1 + a S pem ( - l )m +1 [p 2 + (2 -v )a 2] 
v (a 2+p2)2 (a 2+p2)2
+ abin [ (1+*V) S + (l-v )abC ] + abhn( l - v ) [(3+v) SC + (1-v) ab]
4vS24S2




Case (a) q(x, y) -  q(y^ %), dm= h , em =: im, square plate
0 = [(l+v)S+ (1-v ) paCj - em (SC-Pa) - ( - l )mw (a ,b )
4v^aS2 4pa S2 2pa^k
- P (- l)m 2  d jp 2  + ( 2-v )a 2] + p 2  en[p^+(2-v)a2]
va.2 a(a2+p2)2 va2 a(a2+p2)2
+ 1 2  a
P 5*?W
0 -  - dm pa(l-v ) [(3+v) SC+(l=v)pa] - e^ p a  [(1+v) S+(l-v)paC ]
4vS2 4S2
+ p 3 („l)m ( l - V)2 2  adn (-l)n + P 2 aeT ( - l )n [a2+(2=v)p2] 
v (a^+p2)^ (a 2+p 2) 2
- i  [ q2 + P2 (2-v)3 (*59)
a (a 2+p2)2
The condition that the corner (a, b) is  free  (in the sym m etric case),
im plie s
0=  4_ 2  aPqrr,n (-l)m+n + 2 S ( - l )m (d m  [SC (l+v)+pa(l- v ) ]  
ab m>n (a<H-p2)2 v I S2




We can solve this equation fo r w (a ,b ) and substitute it  into Equation (159) 
and thus obtain a set of equations not involving w(a, b).
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P rob lem #  44:
Cm ~ em “  Sm -  1m -  °» Bm ~ dm  > F n ~ hn
vp^a^ va^a^
n0 = - dm pa(3Uv) [(3+v)SC+(l-v)(3a] + P3 (-1FH 1-v ) 2 £  a M -1 )
4v S ^  " v (a.2+p2) 2
" I 2  ( “D ^ W  (a 2+p2( 2-v )) 
a (a^+p2 )Z
0= a3 ( ° l )n (1-v) 2 Z pdp ( 4 )m +1 + b^ab(l-v) [ 3+v) SC + (l~vjab] 
v (a 2+P2)2 4vg 2 ‘
- 2  S Pqmn [P 3  l » Z( 2- v ) ] ( - l ) m tl
a (a^+p2)2
Case (a) q(xs y )^  q(y, x|, dm -  hm
0 =  -dm Pa(l-v) [(3+v) SC + (1-v) pa] + p3 ( - l )m ( l - v )2L  adn(- l )n 
~  4 v S2 v (a 2+P2)2
“ i  S ( ° l )naqrr,r> [a 2 + p2 ( 2-v )] (162)
a (a 2+p2 )2
Case (b) Constant load
dm = 2v(C-B (3 -v )S - (l-v ) m-T + 4S2( l- v )  (~ l)m L  ndp { - l } n
(1-v ) m® TT3 (3+v)SC+(l=v)|nF mTT [(3+v)SC + (l-v )m ^  (n*+m 2)Z"
F or the sym m etric case
w 2(x, y )=  Zk L  dm sin py J 2 sinh Px + (1-v ) [■= a sinh P(a-x) 
bv L p^ sinh Pa P sinh^Pa
+ (a -x ) cosh Px ]
P sinh pa
w 3 (x9 y ) -  x^ w(a, b) 
ab
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F or a free  corner at (a, b), the deflection can be found from  the equation
wxy (a. b)= 0. This gives
w (as b)= - 4k £ a P q - m n C - 2ka £ d ^ ( - l )m [SC(l+v )+pa (l-v )l
a m ’ n (a 2 + ( 3 v m S2 (165)
Prob lem  #  48: F
C
bm ~ Cm "  °* Gn~ in/va2a 2, F n=  hn/va2a2
0 -  d _ a  (S -paC )- e ^ a  (SC-Pa) - p (- l)m £ hn [p 2+(2-v)q2]
4^2* 4PS^ ~  a (a2+p'Z)2
+ p £  in [P 2+ (2-v)q2] + 1 £ aqron
v a(a2+p2j-2 I  (a?+p2)2
°  = ema (S-PaC) - dma (SC-Pa) - P (- l )m £  ( - l )n+1hn [p2+ (2-v )a 2]
4PS2 4ps2 v a(a^+p2)2
+ £  £ in (- l )n+1 3 [P 2+ (2-v)a2] +1 a W - l ) ^ 1 
v a (a2+p2 ) 2 a (a^+p2)2
0 = -a (- l )n £  pdm (p 2+(Z-v)a2) + a £  Pem (p2+(2 -v )a 2) - abhn (1-v)
(a /+p 2)2  (a 2+§2)2 4 v§ 2
• [(3+v) S+(l-v)abC ] + inq b (l°v ) [(3+v)SC+(l-v)ab ] - 1£ Pq^n (P2+a2(2 -v ))
4vS2 a (o-2+p2)2
0 -  - q ( - l ) n £  P d m ( - l )m +1 (P2 +(2-v)q2) + q £  perr?( - l ) m+1 (p2+(2-v)a 2)
(a 2+p2)2 (a 2+p2)2
- qb in (l-v ) [ (3+v)S+(l-v)abC) + hna b (l- v )[ (3+v)SC+(l~v )ab]
4vS2 4vS2
- I S  Pqrr^n( ~l)m+1 [P 2+a2(2~v)] (166) 
a (q^+p2)2








(a) q(xs y)=. q(a-x, y), dm =  emj hn ~ in - q mn= 0, i f  n -  even
_ dma (S+pa)(l-C ) - P (- l)m 2  h -___ [p 2+(2-v )a 2]
4pS2 v odd (QZ+p2y2
+ £ £ in . . [P 2+(2 -v )a 2] +_1 2  aqmn 
v odd a (a 2+P^ )2 a °dd (a 2+p 2
=  2a 2 pd^ [p 2+(2-v )a 2] - abhn (l-v )[(3+v)S+ (l-v )abC ]
(a2+p2)2 %'S2
+ inab (l-v ) [ (3+v)SC+(l-v)abl - 1 2  Pqmn [P 2 + a 2(2 -v )]
4vS2 a (az +P2) 2
=  2a 2  Pdm (-l)m+1 [p 2+ (2 -v)a2] - j3bin(l-v ) [(3+v)S+ (l-v )ab (j] 
(a 2+p2) 2 4v S2
+ hnab (l-v ) [ (3+v)SC+(l-v)ab] - 1 2 pqTT1n (- l )m+1 [P 2+a2( 2 -v )] (167) 
4vS2 a (a2+P2) 2
[b) q(x3y) =  q (x ,b -y ), hn=  in, dm~ em _qmn-  0 , if m= even
-_dm a (S-paQ - ema (SC-Pa) + 2p 2  hn [p 2+ (2 -v )a2]
4(3S  ^ 4pS^ v a (a 2+P2 ) 2
+_1 2  aqjoan 
a (a 2+p2) 2
-  - < W  (SC-pa) + ema (ft~paC) + 2p 2 h » j - l )n +1 [p 2+ (2 v )a 2]
4pS2 4pS2 v a ( a 2 + p 2 ) 2
-l)n+1+ 1  aW l
a ( a 2 + p 2 ) 2
=  -a (- l )n 2  P d _  [P 2+ (2-v)a2] + a 2 pe [p 2+ (2 -v)a2] 
odd (^ p Z }2  o d d j ^ p 2 )2
■ hnab(l- v )  [(3+v )S-(l~v)p.b][l-C ] - 1 2  Pqmn [P 2+a2 (2~v)] (168) 
4vS2 a oci(i (a^+p2 )2
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Case (c) q (x ,y ) = q(x, b-y ), q (x ,y )=  q(a-x, y), em = dm, hn-  in,
h =  i =  d — e = q  - = 0 , if m or n — 0 n n m m nmn ’




0 -  2a £  Pdm , [p 2+(2-v )a 2] - a b h ^ l-v ) [(3+v )S -(l-v )ab ] [ l-C ] 
odd (a Z +p ^ ) ................4vS2
+ i  S  Pq [p 2^ 2 (2 -v ) ]
a o d d  (a ^+p2j2 
Case (d) F or constant load (square plate)
(169)
dm ~ — 2 _  ------------------—
m^rr-3 S+m u
S-mTT + 8m'
v TT (S+mtr)(C-l) ■o5d N tm2+(2-.>.l.n2]n n [n 2 + m 2]2
h„= 2vn (3 -v )S -(l-v )n T  + 8vS2 £  mdTri(m^+n2)"2[m +(2-.v)n2]
1-v- nj T   ^ (3+v)S -(l-v )nT  (l-v )(l-C )[(3 + v ) S - (l-v )m ir ] (170 ) 
P rob lem  50 jr
^ m  ^ m  — § m "  *m  F n  k n / v a  a
0 = d ^ a  (S-paC) - ema(SC-pa) - p (- l )m £  h:
4PS^
+J. £ aqmn 
a (a2+p2)2
4pS2 (
[p 2+(2 -v )a 2]
0 - e ^ a  (S-PaC) - d ^ a  (SC-pa) - P (- l )m £  ( - l )n+1 h [p 2+ (2 -v )a2] 
4pS2 4pSz v a(a.2+p2)^




0 = -a (- l )n £  pd (> l)m+1 [p 2+(2 -v )a 2] + a £ p e ^ - l )™ *1 [p 2+(2 -v )a 2] 
(a^+p^)2 (a 2+pZy2
+ hnab (l-v ) [(3+v)SC+(l-v)ab] - 1 E P q ^ r,(- l)m+1 [p 2+a2 (2 -v )]
a (a>+p2 ) 24Js2"
Case (a) dm = em , hn =  0 if n is even
0 -  dma (S+Pa) (1-C) - p (- l)m £ h.■ n r ,,. 
4pSz
+l i d (^ y 2
«  [P 2+(2 -v)a2]
v odda ^ 2  +pZjZ-
0 = 2 a S  Pdm ( - l )m +1 [p 2+ (2 -v)a2] + hnab(l-,y) [(3+v)SC+(l-v)ab ] 
(a 2+p2)^ 4vS2
1  s  PW -i )11
a (a 2+p2 )2
m+1 [p 2+a2( 2-*,)]
(171)
(172)
b =  C ■= e = 0, Gn=  in/va2a2 , F n- h n/va2a2




• [p 2 + (2 -v )a 2] + i  £  a (- l )nrt
a (a 2+p2 )T
0=  -  a ( - l ) n £  P d ^  [ p 2+ (2 -v )a2] -  abh^ ( l_v ) [ (3+v )S+( l~v)abC]  
W ) Z 4vg 2
+ inab (l-v ) [(3+v)SC+(l-v)ab ] -_1 E pgmr] [p 2+a2(2~v)] 
4vS2 a (aT+P2 )2
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0 -  -a (- l )n Z pdm ( - l )m +1 [p 2+(2 -v )a 2] - abin (l-v )[(3+v)S+ (l-v )abC l
(a 2+p^)2 4vS2
+ h „ab (l-v ) [(3+v) SC + (l-v )ab ] -  I  Z Pqm n ( - l )m+1 [P 2+a2(2~v)]
4vS2 a (o2+pZ)Z (173)
Case (a) q(x, y) = q(x, b-y ), hn— in> dm=  0 if  m is even
0 = -  dma(SC-Pa) + 2p Z hn( - l )n+l [p 2+ (2-v)a2] + j £  g ( - l )n+lqTT,n 
4pS2 v a(a^+p2)2 a (a^+p2)2
Or - a l - i p i  J V  [p2+ (2 -v)a2] - abhn (l-v )[(3 + v )S -(l-v )a b l[l-C l
fn 2+R£\£ 4v- 2(a^+p^ )1
" I  S Nmn [p 2+a2( 2 -V.)]
a odd (a2+p2)2
(174)
Prob lem  #58
bm =  Cm = dm = g m= °>  F n= h n/va2a2
0=  ema (S-paC) - p (- l)m Z ( - l )n+1 h [p 2+ (2-v)a2] -J3 Z  a (- l )n+1in 
4ps2 v a(a^+p2 ) 2 (a 2+p2 )2
+ i  £  ° ( -D n+1qmn 
a (a^+p^ )2
° =  hnab [ (1+v)S+(l-v)abC] - inb (SC-ab) - a Z Pem + 1 Z pq^n 
4vS2 4^ r  (^ Z + F ) 2 a T ^ ^ T ) 2
0= a Z P em (-l)m+1 [p 2+ (2 -v)a2] + 9bin f (l+v)S+Q-v)abCl 
~(a7+p2y2“  4 52
+ hnab (l-v ) [(3+v)SC +(l-v)ab )] -_1 Z Pq^n [P 2+a2(2 -v )] ( - l )m+1 
4vS2 a (a 2+p2)2 (175)
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Problem  ^  66:
C = e - g - O ,  Bm = d m/HP2a2, F n - h n/va2a 2
0 _  _hQb [(l+y )S+ (l-v )abC ] - inb (SC-ab) - ( - l )nw(a, b)
4vaS2 4aS2 2ak
- a (- l )n £  i m [ a ^ Z . y ) p 2]  + 1 £  pg
v (3(a/+p2)2 a (o.2+p2)2
° -  - dmpa (l-v ) [(3+v)SC +(l-v)pa] +  p3 ( - l )m (l-v  ) 2  £  a h „ (- l)n 
4vS2 v ( a . 2 + p 2 ) 2
+ P £  a in (- l)n [a2+(2-v)|32] -_1 £ ( - l )naqmn [a 2+p2( 2 -v )] 
(a^+P^)^ a (a 2+p 2)2
0 — ( - l )na3(l -v )2 £ Pdrn(-l)m+1 ___
TTZxrZvZ i p Z
4vS
m  + abip [ (l+v )S+(l-v)abC ] + h^a^ l-v
(a z+Pz )^ 4S a„ c2
[(3+v)SC+(l-v)ab ] - 1 £  P g ^  [P 2 + a2 (2-v)] ( - l )m+1"  P^nrL ,
a ( a 2 + p 2 ) 2
w(a, b) can be elim inated from  these eguations by using wxy(a, b )=  0 . 
This gives
w (a ,b )=  - 4k £ apqTT1T1( - l )m+n - ka £ d ^ ( - l )m [SC(l+v)+Pa(l- 
a m ’ n (a 2+p2) ‘2 v m ~ S 2
-Jkb £ / hn( - l )n [SC (l+v ) + a b (l-v )] -  J n v  (S -ab C )(- l)n j 






Prob lem %  74:
b = c  =  e=-g = 0 , F n=  hn/va2a2
0 -  hnb [ (1+v) S+(l-v)abC] - inb (SC-ab) + a (- l )n£  pdm 
4avSz 4aS2 (a 2+|32 ) 2
+ 1  s  g < W  ,
a (a 2+P2) 2 
0 =  -dma (SC-pa) - P (- l)m £ (-D ** 1^  [P 2+ (2-v)a2] -(3£a (- l )n+1in 
4(3S2 v a(a2+p2)2 (a$+(32 )
+ i  L  u H l^ e r  
a (a2+p2)2
0 =  - a ( - l )n £ p d ^ - l )™ *1 [(32+ (2-v)a2] + abin [(l+v )S+ (l-v )abC ] 
(a 2+p2)2 4 §2  
+ hnab (l-v ) [(3+v)SC+(l-v)ab ] - 1 S pqmn [P 2+a2( 2 -v )] ( - l )m+l 
4vS2 a (a2+>2)2 (178)
To obtain a solution of problems 18 to 81, we must solve an 
infinite number of equations with an infinite number of unknowns. To 
obtain an approximate solution, coefficients when n ;N , m ; M are 
neglected. If M and N are large, the Solution is expected to be very  
accurate, but there w ill be considerable labor involved in calculating the 
coefficients. Generally, if the coefficients approach zero  rapidly as 
m and n approach infinity, then the values of M and N need not be chosen 
very  large to obtain a reasonably accurate solution.
The question of convergence of an infinite set of equations has been 
treated by M archf^ Koch, ^  arid Rj.esz.
We now outline a proof of convergence of Equation; (136). It is of 
the form :
dm=  A m + B m 2  . ndn_______  1, 2, 3, 4, . . .  (179)
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E, S blution of the Equations
n 1 (n^+m^)2
If we replace dm given by this form ula back into the series, we obtain
form ally  •
00 njA co nxBn
dm— + Bm n ^  l + Brn p _  i
I " - ( n ^  + m 2 )^ 1" ( j^ ' ’+tn2)2
^  n^Ar, niB„ 00 n->R
E  ^ 2 + Bm E 1.. £  2B^2
n2= l (n2^+n^2)2 n —^1 (n <^£+m 2)2 n2"  ^  (n ^+n ^ ) 2
E° n3An3 + .. . + Bm L  nlB*n E°° . . .  ‘ 
n3~l (n3 ^+n2 ^ )2 n^= 1 (n^+m.2)2 n2~ l
00 CO m A
nk - lBnk -l E k nk + . . .  (180)E  1 * “
nk - i  (n^„i+ n k - 2 )2 nk=1 + nk . i 2)2
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K o ch ^  points out that if Equation (180) converges absolutely,
thenEquation (179) w ill have a unique soluution. In Equation (136)
<o »
A _  < 2v . 1 . 1 _ kl , E nAn < k , L  1
m (f^v) -fp m3" ^ 3  n-1 (^ Z ^ 2)2 n--l ^ 7 ^ 2 ) 2
k
CD
-1  1 - ir2kl _ k2 . (181)
m4 n=1 n2 “ 6^ _  ^
It can be shown that the sequence _________s^_____  (182)
(c - 1) (s -^.-vimir )
3+v
is monotonicly decreasing and hence every  term  is less than the firs t.
This is less than 1. 4. Hence
|Bml < 1 . 4  8m f =  k m 2. (183)
3 T
£ " k - lBnk - l  £  " k N  ,184,
V -1! K - l + ”k-2>2 Kk=I K
00 Bn 00 
k2 E k -1 < kzk3 E _________ 1
nk - ■*! (n2 , + n,2 ) 2 n3 , nk“ *l "n" (n,2 , + n,2 9) 2' k -1 k - 2 ' k -1 k -1' k -1 k - 2 '
00
k 7k, E 1 . (186)
nk-^l "• 05 2 ”  2 T2 
nk - i<nk -i + V z 1
A  sum of the form  E _1 1 has its term s monotonicly tending to
n  ^ na (n2+m i2) 2 '
co
zero, and therefore is less than j _____ dx______ _ (187)
°  xa (x 2 + m ^
where -3 < a -£ 1. By using Dwight Tables ^  (855. 7, 855.1, 850. 2,
850. 3) this becomes (1+a) 1 so that Equation (184) becomes
a  a ™ 3 + a4 cos -— m
= 108-
L L  <  k , k 0 1. 05 F  . 1 _ k2^3k4 , (188)
nk -l nk Z 4 cos 4. 5° / „ 3-05v 3.05,
k- 2 > (n k - 2 >
where L Z represents the sum in Equation (184).
"k - l  nk
1 2
L E L  < k2k3k ^  (189)
k -2  k -1 k _ 3705
k-3
L £ . . . £ <  k2(k^k4)k 1 (190)
nl n2 nk m 3. 05
® n' Bn.
where L  means L  1 i i = 1 ? k -1-- ---------------  1 -  1, C*s . . .  iv 1 .
ni n=l / 2 , 2V21 i (n * + n i_i )
Equation (180) becomes
1 dm\ < ± L  + k2k3 + k2k32k4 + k2k3 3k4 2 + • • • k2k3(k3k4.>k • • •
^ 3  ^  mi. 05 ml. 05 ml. 05
kj_ + k ?k^ (1 + k3k4 + (k3k4 ) 2 + . . . + (k3k4)k + . . . ) . (191)
m 3 ml- 05
Since k3k4 =-1. 4 8_  1. 05 TT = . 98 < 1, (192)'
3T .  4 cos 4. "5°
this is a geom etric series Which converges absolutely for all m. Its sum
is k1 + k2k3 1 .
m 3 l-k 3k4 m-*-- 05 : “ / ■ y .
Koch2® concludes that the dm , so defined are unique.
F. Comparison With Beam Problem s
We indicate in F igure 30 the beam problems which correspond to 
















wa — q (x4 - 2ax3 + a3x) 
24D
w^— q (x4 - 5ax^ + 3a2x 2) 
24D 2 2
wc = q (x4 -4eLx3 +6a2x 2 )+p.?ax^(l-:^ ) 
24D 2 ' la .
wc— q_ (x4 -5axv+3a2x^+3x2 <1-: *)w(£,J 
24D 2 2 2a? - .3a
w q^ _ (x^ - 2ax3 + a2x 2)
24D
w _  q^ _ (x4 - 2ax3 +a3x) + w (a) x
24D
W£- q_ (x4 - 2ax3 + a3x)
24D




where is the upward force at x — a and P^ is the upward force at 
x r 0. In Case (c) either P^ or w (a) is arbitrary. In Case (e) the d e flec ­
tion w (a) is arb itrary but not In Case (f), w(0) and w(a) are a rb i­
trary  but not P^ or P^.
We would like to show that most plate problems reduce to one of the 
above beam problems as b~>® . The exceptions are those problems 
with corner loads. If a problem  has a corner load, the solution in 
general w ill be a function of y (even  as b -* co). We w ill indicate the 
reduction in severa l cases:
In Prob lem s #1 ->■ 9, = C „  =  d =  e — 0 and the other term s are
m m m m
of order 0(1) so that w(x, y) in P rob lem #  1 w,(x, y ) =■ 4k £  .
7- 1 ~ZL m, nb a^b *
q  ^ sin ax sin Py. F or a constant load, this becomes
To^+p2) 2
W| — 4q 2  l - ( - l )m L 1- ( - l)n sin ax 
abD m p n a.5
which by use of the tables becomes
w - q (x4 - 2ax3 + a3x) .
24D
This is just the corresponding beam solution, namely w .
3.
Next consider the cantilever plates; Prob lem  32. In this case, 
i f  we neglect higher order term s, we can solve fo r the coefficients 
explicitly. Thus C - 0
B = -2w (a,b ) +1 1 - ( - l )m _ dm
_pka2 §T  ' p "  7pZI2
F n = - 4
t-c  u> y *  —-r $ \ • r  / •' u > — « * — r  u> c t ^
w (x5 y)-^-
+ ( - l )nadm - aem - 2(3(-l)m a2a 2F n + 2(3a2a2Gn + (3(-l)m hR
- Pin \ + x w (a> ° ) •
a
F o r a constant load, this reduces to
w(x, y)->- wa + q_ [ - 2ax + 6a x 2 - a^x] - 2w(a, b) x b -y  + x w(a, b) 
24D a b a
_  _q^  [ x 4 - 4 a x ^ +  6a2x 2] - w(a, b) x b - 2y 
24D a b
— _q_ [x 4 - 4ax^ + 6a2x 2] + P x (b -2y)
24D 4 D (l-v )
when P  is the corner load, (it acts upward at (a, b) and down at (0, 0)).
If we set the corner loads■= 0, then the problem  reduces to the correspond-
The corner loads essentially add to the beam solution a tw ist term  of amount
Px(b-2y) .
4D (1-v)
If we wanted the case of a load on the whole edge x=  a, we would have 
to use the boundary condition Vx (a, y )=  P  in P rob lem :#:32 instead of 
Vx =. 0. This problem  could be solved just as easily as the others.
ing beam problem, namely wc . If we take values of y away from  the 
corners, fo r  example y= .b/ 2, then the problem  again reduces to wc>
-112-
It should be observed that the beam solution satisfies the plate 
equation
4 w _ q 
D
and 6 of the boundary conditions. wa is not a solution of the c o rre s ­
ponding plate problem  because
M (x, 0 ) = M  (x, b )=  qvx (a -x )
7  y  2
instead of zero. However, at points at large distances from  the edges 
y -  0 and y =  b, by St. Venants principle, the deflection of the plate 
w ill not d iffer appreciably from  the corresponding deflection of a beam.
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PROGRAM OF FUTURE RESEARCH
-We have solved problems which have one edge clamped, supported, 
or free . We have not shown that a ll double sums are absolutely 
convergent. This is necessary to justify interchanging the order of 
summation. We have not shown that the sets of infinite equations fo r 
the coefficients converge, nor that they allow a unique solution, or if 
there are any interesting special cases in which the coefficients can be 
expressed as an elem entary function. We have not shown that the form al 
solution obtained fo r w(x, y ) is a unique solution. We have not investigated 
the singularities in the derivatives at the corners, or in the neighborhood 
of concentrated loads. In particular we would like to find expressions 
fo r the reactions along the lines x s  y  ■= b  ^ when a concentrated
load is applied at {a.\, b^).
We would like to have numerical solutions, for various values of the 
param eters D, v , b/a, a, q(x, y), x, y. We would like to especia lly  investigate 
deflections, moments, shears and reactions, and find the maximums of 
a ll these quantities. The free  plate and cantilever plate are the most 
interesting cases to be studied numerically.
We would like to study problems with non zero boundary conditions, 
such as constant slope or some (rea lis tic  boundary condition. We would 
like to study the e ffect of d ifferent kinds of loads including transient and 
vibrating loads. The problem  is somewhat different i fw (x ,y )  is a function
-118
of time, and it would be interesting to know whether the methods 
presented here are applicable. End thrusts, supporting foundation 
and body fo rces  a lter the above equations, but the problems are very  
sim ilar. A re  there any complications in using the double series method*.
We could test the valid ity of some of the form al solutions of P a rt II 
by using a solution
5 c .
w(x, y ) •= xy or w(x, y)= c| sin klT x sin3 L n a
D a  b
and using as q(x, y) the values as calculated from  the equation
q (x , y )= D V 4 w(x, y) .
We might find an exact solution of an infinite set of equations in this way.
We would like to see how the above methods might be used in solving
skew plates and tapered plates. In cylindrical plates, perhaps Hankel
transform s could be used. Does differentiating non uniformlyyqonvergent
series give any complications in this case?
We would like to investigate those series which have only definite
integrals as the summed form . A re  there any interesting properties
which can be read ily obtained from  the integrals which are not contained
in the series
